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Abstrakt 

Cílem teto práce je analyzovat proces formování národních států v Centrální 

Asii převážně během druhé poloviny devatenáctého a první čtvrtiny dvacátého 

století. Významnou roli v tomto procesu totiž sehrály, kromě sovětského vlivu, i 

lokální elity (jako Alaš Orda a džadídové) a představitelé carismu. Pro lepší 

pochopení dané problematiky je proto nutné porozumět vzájemným vztahům mezi 

těmito klíčovými aktéry.  

Klíčová slova 

Centrální Asie, bolševismus, nacionalismus, turkismus, národní státy 

Abstract 

The main goal of this paper is to trace the formation of nation-states in Central 

Asia, primarily during the second half of the 19th and the first quarter of the 20th 

century. Although soviets played a significant role in shaping modern Central Asian 

political map, local national elites (like Alash Orda and jadids) and tsarist officials 

had contributed to this process as well. Thus, it is necessary to understand the 

interrelationship between all these key actors.  
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Introduction 

 

The aim of work 

Central Asia plays a significant role in both geopolitical and economic sense. 

Its geographic positioning can serve as a springboard to influence political processes 

in the whole Eurasia. In contrast, its plentiful natural resources always arouse the 

interest among all key agents of the modern international system. Nowadays, the 

region is divided between five nation-states (Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, 

Turkmenistan, Kirgizstan and Tajikistan) that were created by the Bolsheviks in the 

1920s. Nevertheless, even after the collapse of the Soviet Union, there are still many 

territorial disputes between these nation-states. In this connection, there are two 

main visions on how modern national identities in this region were created. On the 

one hand, some scholars still argue that the delimitation of Central Asian was carried 

out artificially following Machiavellian “divide and rule” principles so that it would 

be easier for Soviets to control the Asian part of USSR. In contrast, demarcation 

could have also been a way to resolve different ethnic groups’ conflicts on the 

eastern periphery of the former Russian empire. The first point of view is, in today’s 

academic discourse, represented in works like The New Central Asia: The Creation 

of Nations by Olivier Roy while the second in works like Affirmative Action Empire 

by Terry Martin, Empire of Nations: Ethnographic Knowledge and the Making of 

the Soviet Union by Francine Hirsch and The Establishment of National Republics 

in Soviet Central Asia by Arne Haugen. The work Soviet Nation-Building in Central 

Asia: The making of the Kazakh and Uzbek Nations by Grigol Ubiria is somewhere 

in the middle. At any rate, the issue of Central Asian nation-building remains 

relevant.  

However, this work is not going to analyze the formation of Central Asian 

national identities. Forasmuch as a description of even one national consciousness’s 

formation requires ample space, it is impossible to trace the development of all five 

nations in our thesis. Instead, we will focus on the creation of nation-states in the 

region. In contrast, all-important attributes of national culture such as language, 

traditions, customs or national myths will be examined as auxiliary tools but not as 

an aim in itself. As there are many academic papers dealing with this issue, it is not 

an original topic. The most popular of those, at least in our opinion, is the book of 

already mentioned Arne Haugen. However, if his work evaluates region’s 
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delimitation and conditions under which this event took place, we will pay more 

attention to processes and politics (from Genghis Khan era till earlier period of the 

USSR) that led to the necessity of modern nation-states’ formation. For that purpose, 

significant attention has to be paid not only to common aspects of nation-building 

but also to historical data and concrete political activities that accompanied new 

political entities’ establishment. Therefore, this thesis will not be a typical 

theoretical work about nationalism but a quasi-historical analysis of nation-states’ 

creation. Despite this methodological deviation, Haugen’s, as well as other 

researches of the abovementioned authors, will be useful for our thesis, particularly 

in its last chapter.  

Nonetheless, even in case of nation-states’ formation, there is still not enough 

space to analyze the all-important question of ethnicity. Thus, we decided to place 

the emphasis primarily on Kazakhs, Uzbeks and Kirgiz, while Tajiks, Turkmens and 

the so-called Karakalpaks will play a secondary role. Although it is essential to study 

Central Asia as a unique space, Turkmens were those who were mostly isolated from 

political and cultural processes of the region. Hence, they will be taken into 

consideration only in the final chapter. Concerning Tajiks, despite their non-Turkic 

(resp. Arian) origin, their role as a different political agent will be relevant only 

during Central Asian delimitation of itself (resp. during the 1920s). Therefore, they 

will figure only in the last and partly in the second chapter. The same can be said 

about Kirgiz. However, their closeness to Kazakhs and simultaneously their partial 

autonomy compels us to pay a little attention to them too. Finally, the least attention 

will be paid to the Karakalpaks. Although they do not have their own nation-state in 

today’s Central Asia, their participation in the demarcation process, along with all 

the others, forces us to take them into account.    

It is necessary to mention that this work will adhere to a constructivist 

approach according to which nationalism is considered as a modern world’s 

phenomenon but in no way as an essential category. Such an approach is very well 

represented in works like Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and 

Spread of Nationalism by Benedict Anderson, Nations and Nationalism by Ernest 

Gellner or Nations and Nationalisms since 1780 by Eric Hobsbawm. These works, 

unfortunately, will not be introduced in this thesis. Although our work does not 

reflect nationalism’s analysis in its own right, it is appropriate to familiarize 

ourselves with at least one of these monographs before we proceed. 
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If we exclude Turkmen social units, the whole Central Asia, from a socio-

economic perspective, can be divided into two parts: the vast nomad steppe occupied 

by conglomeration of pagan tribes that will latter form Kazakh and Kirgiz nations 

and agricultural Muslim Turkestan that will become a heart of future Uzbek and 

Tajik nations. Of course, the real situation was more complicated, which will be 

shown in our thesis. Nevertheless, these two ideal types will help us to grasp 

theoretically the region we analyze. The former (steppe part) was represented by 

three tribal confederations (resp. Hordes) but consequently had a collective full-

fledged national movement that was called Alash. The latter was divided into three 

different political entities whose national sentiments were awakened by pan-Turkic 

ideology. When Bolsheviks, headed by Lenin and Stalin, finally came to power, they 

had to reckon with both nationalisms. That forced them to divide the region into 

different ethno-national entities. Hence, this thesis will try to answer three main 

questions: 

1)  Were Alash and pan-Turkic nationalisms so far incompatible that it 

was necessary to divide Central Asia into different nation-states?     

2) Proceeding from the previous question, was Bolsheviks’ decision to 

delimit the region a result of “divide and rule” strategy or it was indispensable for 

region’s stabilization? 

3) Lastly, why were the borders of modern Central Asian nation-states 

demarcated the way they were? 

 

Thesis structure 

The whole thesis will be divided into four chapters. The first one will focus 

on tsarist (and briefly on Genghis khan) period when the conditions for Central 

Asian nationalisms were formed. In the next two chapters, we will analyze 

Turkestan and steppe nationalisms themselves. The last chapter will outline their 

impact on delimitation process in Central Asia in the context of Soviet nationalities 

policy.    
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1 At the dawn of Central Asian nations 
This chapter aims to trace the roots of Kazakh, Uzbek and partially Kirgiz 

national consciousness. Forasmuch as Central Asia, for a significant period of time, 

has represented more or less unique space and was not divided between modern 

nation-states, it is necessary to analyze this region in its whole complexity. This 

chapter will be divided into two parts. First of all, we will briefly analyze the 

Mongolian (resp. Genghis Khan's) impact on the region. Then, we will outline the 

influence of Russian colonization. 

 

1.1 Temüjin – the man who changed the world 

Genghis Khan was not only glorified for the creation of his empire. He also 

changed the whole traditional structure of existing tribes in the Eurasian steppe. In 

the pre-Mongolian era, basic indivisible unit of every nomad political organization 

was a tribe. Although many different tribes could be in a vassal position toward the 

dominant one, their organizational structure was autonomous and could not be 

changed. That made any vast nomad empire (resp. Khaganate) depend on tribes’ 

loyalty. In such conditions, the organizational system was not stable. Any change of 

political conjunction (in case of military loss or tribe’s weakness) could disintegrate 

the existing structure. The alliance could break up into many tribes or families, 

which is what happened with almost all nomadic political units before Mongolians 

(Akimbekov, 2016, pp. 112-115). Therefore, at the beginning of the 13th century, 

Temüjin (resp. Genghis Khan) destroyed the whole traditional nomadic 

organizational structure. Hence, if the basis of the old system was the tribe, the 

framework of the new social organization became Genghis Khan himself (resp. his 

political will). Tribal loyalty was replaced by loyalty to the military leader while old 

social subjects vanished in the Mongolian army. It was subsequently divided into 

so-called thousands, consisted of people from different tribes that could not leave 

their new social entity. (Ibid., pp. 245-249).  

Accepting recruits from Turkic tribes changed the army’s structure. During 

the crisis in Mongolian political tradition, the names of soldiers’ tribe, family or 

even leader will become an identification for new political units. To prevent new 

separatism, the ulus system headed by Genghis Khan’s relatives and offspring (resp. 

Chingissid) was created. That, however, formed a basis for family’s conflicts which 

finally became the cause of the whole empire’s dissolution. But even after its 
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collapse, Chingissids have taken a leading role in many nomadic societies for a long 

time while those of them who had chosen to reign in sedentary territories lost their 

power and were assimilated by the local population (Ibid., pp. 326-337). Hence, the 

process of Mongolian influence had primarily a positive impact on steppe nomads 

forasmuch as the destruction of their traditional tribal structure united them into 

stable political and cultural unit.   

Genghis Khan’s empire1 was divided between his first three sons (Jochi, 

Chagatai, Tolui) and one grandson (Hulagu). For our work, it is appropriate to 

describe the fate of Jochi’s (the whole Desht-i-Qipchaq2 - Golden Horde) and 

Chagatai’s (Zhetysu3, Eastern Turkestan4 and Transoxiana5) territories (resp. ulus) 

(Abuseitova et al., 2001, pp. 167-168). Resulting from the Golden Horde’s collapse, 

many new political entities were created on its territory (Ibid., p. 177). Despite some 

having a pre-Mongolian name, they were new subjects headed by Chingissids. In 

Central Asia, Turkic communities dominated. Old thousands became a basis for new 

tribes that could later form new supra-tribal entities (Akimbekov, 2016, pp. 655-

658). One of these entities was created in 1428 in East Desht-i-Qipchaq by 

Chingissid Abu'l-Khayr and was called Uzbek Khanate6 (Ibid., pp. 642; 670). 

With respect to Transoxiana, it fell under the control of Tamerlane in the 

middle of the 14th century. Around the same time, Zhetysu, Eastern Turkestan and 

the most of today’s Kirgizstan together constituted Moghulistan7. The head religion 

in the former was Islam while the latter was less influenced by it (Abuseitova et al., 

2001, pp. 191-195). In the middle of the 15th century, two Chingissids Kirai and 

Janibek, who were in opposition to Abu'l-Khayr, decided to secede from Uzbeks 

and with the help of Moghulistan assert their independence. Later, their political 

entity was called Kazakh Khanate. This decision had led to military conflict between 

their supporters and the Uzbeks, which continued until 1500 when both sides 

divided a sphere of influence in Central Asia. Uzbeks shifted their attention to 

Mawarannahr (resp. Transoxiana – the territory of today’s Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, 

southern Kazakhstan and Kirgizstan) (Olcott, 1995, pp. 8-9). They created an 

 
1 See map 1  
2 See map 2 
3 See map 3 
4 See map 4 
5 See map 5 
6 See map 6 
7 See map 7 
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extensive state from ‘Syr Darya and Amu Darya’s downstream to Central 

Afghanistan’ which was called Khanate of Bukhara (Abuseitova et al., 2001, pp. 

282). By the time, Transoxiana was divided between three Uzbek political entities‒ 

Bukhara (from 1500), Khiva (from 1511), and Kokand (from 1709)8 (Abuseitova et 

al., 2001, p. 288; History of Uzbekistan, 2009, p. 82). 

On the other hand, Kazakhs expanded their borders ‘from Aral Lake9 in the 

west, to Omsk in the north, the Irtysh river10 and Altai11 in the east, and Syr Darya12 

and Sarysu in the south’ (Olcott, 1995, p. 12). In contrast with the settled population 

of Central Asia, Kazakh nomadic culture was not deeply altered by Islam. Only 

those who lived in the southern (mostly Syr Darya) cities and the Kazakh elite 

(khans and sultans) practiced it. At the same time, ordinary nomadic population 

knew just the basic tenets of this religion and continued to revere old Turkic pagan 

traditions (Ibid., pp. 18-19). 

Regarding Kirgiz, they represented first Turks from the Tian Shan13 mingled 

with South-Siberian and Central-Asian tribes (Ploskikh, et al., 1984, p. 50). Their 

ancestors lived in Altai earlier. In the 14-15th century, they were the most rebellious 

part of Moghulistan that did not want to accept Islam. During the second half of the 

15th century, they decided to leave Altai and move to the Tian Shan where they 

absorbed local Turkic tribes. At the beginning of the 16th century, they became an 

independent political unit. Since this time, Kirgiz also started to cooperate with 

Kazakh Khanate. Their political organization was, however, divided into north and 

south wings, which sometimes negatively influenced their relations with partners. 

(Ibid., pp. 430-441; 443; 448). 

Referring to Kazakhs, in the 17th century, Dzungar Khanate14 (resp. Kalmyks) 

started to represent a threat to their existence. In the 1720s, Kalmyks destroyed a 

Nogai Hord15. In the second half of the 18th century, they did the same with the rest 

of Moghulistan. As a consequence, many of both Moghul and Nogai tribes run to 

 
8 See map 12 
9 See map 8 
10See map 9 
11See map 10 
12See map 11 
13See map 13 
14See map 14 
15Named after Chingissid Nogai who dominated in western part of Juchi Ulus in the 13th century. It 

was situated between Volga and Ural (See map 15)  
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the Kazakh territory. Since Kazakhs themselves represented a conglomerate of 

different Chingissids’ uluses while all refugees shared the same (Mongolian-Turkic) 

roots, it was not complicated to integrate them into one political entity. 

Consequently, all tribes were divided into three so-called Hordes16 ‒ Great Horde 

(Moghul tribes), Middle Horde (Kazakh tribes) and Small Horde (Nogai tribes)17. 

Faced with Dzungarian threat, this division was formal. However, after Kalmyks’ 

defeat, it became a basic form of Kazakh political organization which had been well 

manifested during the Russian period when Chingissid system was abolished 

(Akimbekov, 2016, pp. 794-809). When Dzungars left the historical scene, 

‘Kazakhs became the last political agent in the large Central Eurasian steppes. Thus, 

by the 20th century, they spread its influence from the Volga to Western Mongolia 

and Eastern Turkestan’ (Ibid., p. 810). However, notwithstanding all their efforts, at 

the beginning of the 18th century, Kazakhs were on the verge of extinction, and even 

alliance with the rest of Nogai Horde and Moghuls might not have been enough for 

their survival. That is why, in 1731, the most vulnerable Small Horde became a part 

of the Russian Empire (Olcott, 1995, p. 27). 

 

Two main zones in Central Asia resulted from these events. Since Mongols 

destroyed the traditional tribal system and created a stable nomadic environment, it 

was easier for those who pursued a nomadic lifestyle to integrate into one political 

entity during the moment of crisis. This entity was based on Chingissid tradition and 

single nomadic culture. On the other hand, those Turkic nomads (Uzbeks) who 

became a part of settled Transoxiana could not save their traditions and create a 

united historical subject. Instead, they were divided between Khiva, Bukhara and 

Kokand Khanates. In addition to Turkic Uzbeks there were local Persian speaking 

communities. Now, let us describe the period of Russian expansion in Central Asia 

when the first seeds of modern nationalisms were sowed.  

 

1.2 Under the reign of Russia 

From the time of Peter the Great (1672-1725), Russian Empire has been 

politically and economically interested in Central Asia18 (Polonskaja & 

 
16 In accordance with Mongolian tradition. 
17 See map 16 
18 See map 17 
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Malashenko, 2008, pp. 36). This region was a critical ‘transit zone for trade 

expansion in oriental states like Persia, India or China’ (Abashin et al. 2008, p. 63). 

Furthermore, Russian activity there represented a threat to Great Britain’s interests 

in India (Ibid., p. 64). Kazakh Small Horde joined the empire in 1731. Significant 

part of Middle Horde did the same in 1738, 1740 and 1742 (Ibid., p. 38). ‘By the 

end of 1860s, Middle and Great Hordes were fully integrated into empire’ (Ibid., p. 

44). As for Bukhara, it became a Russian protectorate (not a part of the empire) in 

1868. The same happened with Khiva in 1873. Certain parts of both principalities 

were annexed by the Russian Empire (Polonskaja & Malashenko, 2008 p. 39). In 

1867, tribes of North Kirgiz were incorporated into the Russian Empire 

(Dzhamgerchinov, 1966, p. 283). During 1873-1876, the Kokand Khanate was 

finally eliminated, and its territory with tribes of South Kirgiz became a part of 

Russian Empire (Ibid., p. 298). The process of region’s subjugation ended in 1884 

when Turkmen tribes were defeated (Abashin et al. 2008, p. 78).   

It is not hard to find the roots of Central Asian nationalisms in tsarist Russia19. 

Even though the empire did not have a precise nationalities policy toward its 

periphery like the USSR, tsarist administration inadvertently promoted the 

development of national sentiments (Steinvedel, 2004, pp. 474-475). In order to 

understand this development, we must first describe the basic principles of Russian 

imperialism. Then, we will focus on the demarcation of colonial boundaries in the 

region that will become a territorial basis for future nationalisms. Last part will 

emphasize social and cultural policies of the Russian Empire in Central Asia. 

1.2.1 The main characteristics of Russian imperialism 

First of all, it is necessary to know that, ‘unlike Austro-Hungary or Soviet 

Union which were trying to unite ethnic and territorial elements, Russian Empire 

was built purely on territorial principles’ (Matsuzato, 2004, pp. 429-430). The 

nationalities policy was generally pursued based on macro-regional units like 

governorate-generals (or governor-generalships) headed by the eponymous 

governor-general (Ibid., p. 430). The nation-building process was depended on its 

regional context. The whole empire was divided into core and periphery. The former 

consisted of four inner provinces ruled by all-Russian laws: ‘the territory of Moscow 

state, Volga-Ural region, Malorossiya (left-bank Ukraine) and Novorossiya (South 

 
19 We will also talk about imperial period’s impact in the next two chapters in relation to pan-Turkism 

and Alash Orda. 
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Ukraine)’ (Ibid., p. 432). The latter had a different power structure wherein cultural 

assimilation did not automatically provide it with the right to integrate into the core. 

At the same time, being a part of non-Russian ethnicity was not a reason to stay on 

the periphery forever.  

As the time passed, Russian periphery had to be “organically merged” with 

the rest of the empire because the lack of precise boundaries. This can be contrasted 

with other European colonial empires. However, finances as well as many other 

significant factors were the main obstacle for the realization of this idea, as the 

internal administration required much more money than colonial apparatus. 

Furthermore, all inner territories were easily integrated before the middle of the 17th 

century. The process of integration followed the voivode administration unit as very 

small political entities. Nevertheless, in the second half of the 18th century, this 

principle was replaced by the already mentioned macro-regional (resp. governorate-

generals) system which contributed to formation of the national identities on the 

imperial periphery (Ibid., pp. 432-437).  

The heads of these macro-regions were nominated by Russian government 

officials. They dominated in the legislative sphere on their territory, had a priority 

in local officials’ appointment and played the central role in military and security 

policy (Ibid., pp. 439-440). Excluding individual cases, it is appropriate to 

distinguish between ethno-political (like Vilnius, Kiev and Caucuses) and socio-

economic (primarily consisted of the Asian part of the empire) governorate-

generals. The former consisted of ethnic groups (like Poland, Tatars, Jews, 

Armenians and Caucuses highlanders) that could represent a threat to empire 

forasmuch as they had a “collective memory” about the age of their political glory 

and vibrant culture. Strict politicians or military commanders usually headed this 

group. On the other hand, the population of the second group (like Kazakhs, Uzbeks 

and Sarts) was not as dangerous for Russians while its territory was used as a natural 

resource base and for economic purposes. This group was ruled by experienced 

managers who were responsible for managing projects that included building of new 

cities, communication, transport, organizing migration or market policy. (Ibid., pp. 

449-450). Thus, all problems in the first group were analyzed primarily from 

ethnopolitical perspective, whereas in the second group mostly per economic 
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effectivity20 (Ibid., p. 454). As a result, empire as such ruled the territories whereas 

governorate-generals headed the ethnic groups. In Central Asia the ethnic 

(nationalities) issue did not determine the region’s policy. 

In the absence of significant ethnic dimension and natural borders between 

core and its colonies, imperialism in Russia had an ambiguous nature. Russian 

colonization was not colonization in its broader sense but just resettlement of mostly 

Russian peasants to the non-Russian periphery (firstly to Siberia and Central Asian 

steppe). Even if it could look like colonization, most of these peasants migrated not 

to fulfil state’s imperial ambitions but for the fertile soil that was in short supply in 

empire’s core. Moreover, such resettlement had to have a positive impact on the 

periphery itself because it had to create better conditions in the conquered territories. 

From the time of Catherine the Great (1729-1796), empire’s welfare had to 

overwhelm ethnic and religious aspect21. For that purpose, she even involved foreign 

European colonists. (Sanderlend, 2004, pp. 461, 464-466; 471). The same policy 

was latter applied toward other ethnic groups. Thus, in Central Asia, by the end of 

tsarism, the ethnic composition was changed due to migration of Russians, 

Ukrainians, Tatars, Germans, Armenians, Uighurs, Dungan, Persians and even some 

Jews (Abashin et al., 2008, pp. 232-233). Almost for the whole existence of the 

regime, colonization was not systematic. Only in 1896, specific colonial organ 

(“Resettlement Bureau”) was created (Sanderlend, 2004, p. 465). However, even in 

the last decade of tsarism (1907-1917) when core (resp. Russian) nationalism in the 

government increased, a multi-ethnic colonial policy was respected among all main 

political agents (Ibid., pp. 466-467). That is why imperial Russia could be partly 

seen as an empire without imperialism.   

1.2.2 Demarcation of colonial boundaries 

Since the territorial aspect played a significant role in the nation-building 

process in the Russian Empire, let us analyze the territorial changes in Central Asia. 

To subjugate Kazakhs, Russian Empire tried to reform their territorial 

administration. Regarding Kazakhs, until the 1820s, they had a considerable degree 

of autonomy. For different reasons, Russia could not undermine pre-modernist 

khan’s power and reform the whole steppe at once. It was necessary to try out the 

new administration system in a small territory. For that purpose, the artificial 

 
20 All these categories have a proxy value. The real picture of what was happening was a little 

complicated. 
21 Imperialistic ambitions were also important but not as much as a common welfare. 
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ethnopolitical entity, so-called Bukey (or Inner) Horde22 between Volga and Ural 

(the part of Astrakhan gubernia – closer to empire’s center) in 1801 was created. 

According to this project, some Small Horde nomads headed by sultan Bukey were 

allowed to migrate to this territory which was controlled by Astrakhan governor and 

Small Horde administration. When new political entity had been established, Bukey 

became khan while the entire inner social structure was organized in compliance 

with traditional Kazakh Khanate’s system. Through old institutions, Russians were 

trying to implicitly govern Kazakhs, gradually strengthening its presence in their 

territory. Core’s administration supported khan’s ambitions to transform Horde into 

absolute monarchy, which required the creation of new institutions and norms. 

These innovations disrupted traditional authority and by the middle of 1840s (resp. 

after the second khan’s death) created conditions for joint (Russian-Kazakh) 

administration. Finally, by the 1850s, Bukey Horde was ruled directly by Russian 

representatives whereas khan’s position was abolished entirely (Galiev, 2019, pp 

425-428). Its territory was included in Astrakhan gubernia.   

Although Bukey Horde became a prototype of administrative reforms the 

steppe, a different strategy was applied in other Kazakh Hordes. In 1822, so-called 

Rules on the Siberian Kirghiz, created by statesmen M. Speransky, were 

implemented. In compliance with new norms, Middle Horde Kazakhs became a part 

of “West-Siberian Governorate-General” with the capital in Omsk whereas khan’s 

power was abolished. This part of Kazakh territory was divided into new 

administrative units. The smallest one was aul (village) which included fifteen 

families and was ruled by the elected elder. The next one was volost with ten or 

twelve auls which were headed by somebody from the aristocracy that was chosen 

by elders. By 1834, all volosts were divided between four okrugs governed by so-

called prikaz (elder, sultan, two Russian and Kazakh representatives). Speransky 

wanted Kazakh nomads to adopt a sedentary lifestyle. For that purpose, ordinary 

people (along with aristocracy and elders) had a right for certain acres of land as 

private property. It was also forbidden to cross defined borders of new 

administrative units without permission of local elite which in turn only facilitated 

an illegal migration between them and destabilized the situation in the steppe 

(Olcott, 1995, pp. 58-59). 

 
22 See map 18 
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Regarding Small Horde, after the implementation of Statute of the 

Administration of the Orenburg Kirghiz in 1824, it became a part of “Governorate-

General of Orenburg” with the capital in Orenburg (Ibid., p. 61). The division of 

Kazakhs between two governorate-generals demonstrates the difference between 

macro-regions as mentioned above. More favorable conditions for sedentary 

lifestyle in the West-Siberian macro-region became the reason for active migration 

and infrastructure’s building which was impossible in Orenburg province until the 

1860s. Moreover, the territory with dangerous geographical conditions (to which 

Small Horde belonged) was usually controlled by strict authorities that ‘became a 

mediator of Russian expansion in Central Asia’ (Matsuzato, 2004, p. 431). Thus, 

when there was a competent administration in Orenburg, it was possible to control 

the situation in the Small Horde, and vice-versa (Olcott, 1995, pp. 61). Common 

impositions from the center could also be seen differently while concurrence 

between both units could even become a cause for suspecting each other of 

conspiracy (Matsuzato, 2004, pp. 431-432).  

In general, held reforms undermined the power of the traditional elite and 

khans lost their dignity. When the rest of Kazakhs were finally under Russian 

control, the reforms of 1867-1868 divided its territory into six oblasts that were 

included in three macro-regions: Sir Darya and Zhetysu (Great Horde) in Turkestan, 

Ural and Turgai (Small Horde) in Orenburg, Akmolinsk with Semipalatinsk (Middle 

Horde) in West-Siberian. After this revision, oblasts consisted of uezds, uezds of 

volosts and volosts of auls. The highest territorial units were ruled by empire’s 

representatives (partly with the help of indigenous aristocracy) while lowest by local 

authorities. The taxation system was provided too (Ibid., p. 61). 

The annexation of the Kazakh Great Horde23, which led to the creation of 

“Turkestan Governorate-General”24 in 1867, deprived Orenburg province of its 

geopolitical privilege and meaning to foreign policy. The former became a new 

mediator between the empire’s core and states of Transoxiana while later existed 

until Turkestan became a self-sufficient military macro-region in 1881 (Matsuzato, 

2004, p. 443). By this time, China conquered Eastern Turkestan and ex-Dzungaria, 

thereby creating a new strategical problem on the empire’s borders. To strengthen 

its positions, “Steppe Governor-Generalship” (consisted of Semipalatinsk, 

 
23 See map 19  
24 See map 20 
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Akmolinsk and Zhetysu oblasts) was created in 1882. As it turned out later, Chinese 

power in new territories was weak and hence did not represent a threat to Russian 

interests in the steppe. Subsequently, new political entity yielded more benefits in 

the economic sphere than in the military (Ibid., pp. 445-448). For the rest Central 

Asian territory, Turgai and Ural oblasts were ruled autonomous by its gubernators. 

Kazakh Great Horde was divided between “Steppe Governor-Generalship”25 (with 

Zhetysu oblast) and “Turkestan Governorate-General” (with Syr Darya oblast). It 

was fully integrated into Turkestan (Abashin et al., 2008, p. 110) only in 1898. At 

the same time, Transcaspian oblast (modern Turkmenistan) also joined this macro-

region (Ibid., p. 116). “Turkestan Governorate-General” ultimately consisted of Syr 

Darya, Zhetysu, Fergana, Samarkand and Transcaspian oblasts (resp. Kokand 

Khanate, part of Khiva and Bukhara, Kirgiz and Turkmen lands)26. Its 

administration was also held responsible for protectorate of Bukhara and Khiva 

(Polonskaja & Malashenko, 2008, p. 41). The principles of the internal organization 

were the same as in the steppe. 

That is how Central Asian territory was transformed from depended parts of 

different Russian provinces into two separate macro-regions. In the beginning, both 

of them had had a strategical meaning but later they became more critical from the 

socio-economic perspective. These new administrative units will become a 

territorial basis for modern nationalisms of which we will talk in the next two 

chapters. However, let us first analyze how emerging national identities started to 

form.   

1.2.3 First seeds of Nationalism in Central Asia 

a) Social aspect. Concerning the social sphere, one of the crucial problems of 

Central Asian colonization was land. After the 1860s legislation, as well as during 

Speranski’s reforms, each family had a right to have forty acres of land for farming 

(Olcott, 1995, p. 78). On the other hand, all excesses had to be considered as a state’s 

property and could be given to Russian peasants. This legislation was, in no small 

extent, fair forasmuch as it allowed Kazakhs to have their land. However, due to 

agrarian revolt in 1906-1907, Russian elite started to be interested in feeding their 

peasants’ hunger even at the cost of indigenous population, which led to the 

expropriation of its land (Ibid., pp. 87-89). That was also a period when Russian 

 
25 See map 21 
26 See map 22  
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core nationalism started to radicalize. From that moment, peasants have not been 

sent just to satisfy their needs but to strengthen their national consciousness too. On 

the periphery, they would have identified themselves with Russian identity more 

than in the core (Remnev, 2004, p. 229). Thus, for statesman Stolypin (Minister of 

the Interior for the period 1906-1911), Central Asia (along with Siberia) had to 

become a cradle for new Russian generation on which an old core will rely (Ibid., 

pp. 234-235). First settlers occupied Kazakh and Kirghiz land in the last decade of 

the 19th century. During Stolypin reforms (1906-1917), they had to gain a foothold 

on the empire’s borders and popularize Slavic culture in the steppe (Polonskaja & 

Malashenko, 2008, p. 49). However, right from the beginning, the resettlement 

harmed nomad’s livestock breeding. To adjust to new conditions, steppe population 

began to mix an agricultural way of life with annual migration. By 1916, eighty per 

cent of indigenous people have been partially depended on agriculture (Olcott, 1995, 

pp. 90-93). Besides, the urban population grew up wherein the ethnical composition 

of the society diversified (there were three million Europeans and approximately 

five million Kazakhs) (Ibid., p. 96).  

Unlike nomadic steppe, in Turkestan, sedentary population have already 

occupied almost all fertile soil. This factor and region’s high density (especially in 

Fergana) became the main obstacle for pursuing a resettlement policy. Nevertheless, 

the presence of Russian migrants was necessary to take root on the new imperial 

periphery. At the beginning of the 20th century, the Russian government actively 

promulgated a migration. Although at that time Turkestan was still inaccessible for 

resettlement, many illegals moved to Zhetysu (part of Kazakh Great Horde). Most 

of them, however, came back and the region was officially opened only in 1910 

wherein nomadic Zhetysu became the most favorite Turkestan oblast for migration. 

To prevent hostile reaction from the natives, they were forbidden to live in the 

territory that ethnic Russians settled in. This rule, though, was not respected because, 

right in the beginning, locals have started to cooperate with Russians (Abashin et 

al., 2008, pp. 220-226). Many towns and even huge cities as Tashkent (the capital 

of Sir Darya oblast) were divided on Russian and indigenous part where both 

cultures interacted with each other. Nonetheless, Russians could not influence local 

population’s mentality as much as they did it in the steppe (Polonskaja & 

Malashenko, 2008, pp. 49-50).  
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In general, even in Turkestan, Russians resided chiefly on Kazakh (resp. 

nomads’) territory which had a tremendous impact on its social structure wherein 

consequence of all changes, an authority of non-Chingissid (or so-called black bone) 

elite grew up. Semisedentary lifestyle developed so-called aul (resp. village) 

identity where clan relations were localized while traditional aristocracy mostly lost 

its power. The orientation on the family and clan interests had strengthened the 

importance of collective Kazakh identity which, by the time, started to confront with 

Russian interests in the Central Asian steppe (Olcott, 1995, p. 99).       

b) Religion. Such social transformation could not be possible without Islam 

as ideological framework. This religion had been actively propagated in the steppe 

by the Russian government officials from the end of the 18th century. That was 

primarily an initiative of Catherine The Great for whom Muslim Tatars were more 

capable of civilizing nomads than Christian missioners forasmuch as they better 

understood their language and culture. As a result, Kazakhs accepted Islam. 

However, the Small and Middle Horde was converted by more or less moderate 

Tatarian mullahs whereas the Great Horde (as it had been under the influence of the 

Kokand khanate for an extended period) by orthodox clergy of Transoxiana. At the 

beginning of the 19th century, Kazakhs have been Muslims just nominally. 

Nevertheless, a couple of decades later, it has been already possible to find some 

Muslim clergy among the traditional elite. Several madrassas were built and Kazakh 

culture, in general, was influenced by diverse Islamic elements (Olcott, 1995, pp. 

102-103). By the time, some Tatars were replaced by natives ‘who had been 

educated in madrassas of Orenburg, Kazan or Ufa.’ (Abashin et al., 2008, p. 237). 

Nonetheless, when Turkestan was conquered, Russian Empire started to consider 

Islam as an impediment to their power on the periphery (Olcott, 1995, p. 102). To 

limit its impact on nomads, their territory was withdrawn from Tatar muftiate and 

entrusted to the Russian Ministry of Internal Affairs in 1868. Furthermore, the 

number of mullahs in volost was reduced while new mosques’ building was also 

restricted. This course remained in force until 1917 and covered all nomadic steppe 

territory including Zhetysu that from 1898 belonged to Turkestan. (Abashin et al., 

2008, pp 239-241; 244-245). Despite all these efforts, by the 20th century, the 

number of Muslims and their religiosity (mostly because of the waning nomadism) 

increased. Many Muslim customs were accepted by Kazakhs and became an 

ideological pillar of new (abovementioned) aul identity (Olcott, 1995, pp. 103-104). 
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Regarding the sedentary Turkestan population, the Muslim Sharia law 

coexisted with the secular Russian law but was partially modernized. The so-called 

religious qadi courts in Turkestan were transformed into people’s court which had 

more power than in any other Muslim region of the empire. Russian local officials 

were responsible for selection and designation of mosques’ imams and qadis. To 

ensure control over Muslims, some religious institutes and activities (as pilgrimages 

to Mecca) were supported by the state. Despite this help, not all of Islam’s 

representatives recognized Russian authority. Sometimes disrespect or anti-Russian 

sentiments took place. For better administration, it would be better to establish a 

special religious institution like muftiat. Nevertheless, the tsarist government was 

afraid of it, as it could strengthen the position of the Muslim elite (Polonskaja & 

Malashenko, 2008, pp. 45-47). Thus, instead of a concrete political program toward 

Islam in the region, governor-general Kaufman (reigned during 1867-1882) 

implemented a non-interference policy. In compliance with this vision, conservative 

Islam worldview will not be able to face a concurrence against the Russian 

progressive thinking which, by the time, will lead to the degeneration of Islam even 

without any systematic intervention. Clergy’s activity was, needless to say, 

monitored, and any inappropriate tendency was suppressed. The position of Islam 

in society was more rooted and thereby some statesmen like general Chernyayev 

(governor-general of Turkestan for the period 1882-1884) considered Kaufman’s 

project as ineffective. Therefore, he wanted to cooperate with the Muslim clergy. 

For that purpose, as well as for better control, it was necessary to establish a separate 

Turkestan muftiate (Abashin et al., 2008, pp. 247-249). The Russian government, 

though, had neglected this idea and continued to pursue a non-interference policy 

until 1917 (Ibid., p. 251). 

Besides Islamic clergy, Christian missioners also played a significant role with 

regard to religion in Central Asia. The most prominent Christian activist was a 

Turkologist and Arabist Nikolay Ilminskiy (1822-1891) who facilitated the spread 

of orthodox faith among the population of eastern part of the Russian Empire. 

According to him, better proselytizing required preaching in native (primarily 

spoken) language so that ordinary people could understand the nature of new 

religion. For that purpose, it was necessary to translate scripture (along with liturgy) 

and establish individual religious schools with indigenous teachers. Ilminskiy was 

trying to prevent an Islamization of non-Russian ethnic groups (especially Tatars) 
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which was often reflected in his theological disputes with Muslim clergies. To 

prevent a turn of ex-Muslims back to Islam, he wanted the indigenous written 

language to be based on Cyrillic (not on Arab) so that it was closer to the Russian 

(and thereby orthodox) culture. Although the primary attention was paid to Tatars, 

Ilminskyi also spread his system among Siberian ethnic groups and Kazakh nomads. 

He was in good relations with Kazakh progressive thinker Ibirai Altynsarin who was 

strongly influenced by him (Il'minskij, 1892).  

Concerning Central Asia, given the rooted position of Islam in Turkestan, the 

propaganda of orthodox faith was forbidden there. On the other hand, steppe region 

(especially its northern part) was more susceptible to Christianity because many of 

Kazakhs were still Muslims just nominally. Thus, in 1892, christened Tatar 

missioner Efrem Eleseev (1867/8-1917), whose in-depth knowledge of Turkic and 

Arab languages enabled him to interpret sacred texts perfectly, started to spread an 

orthodox religion in Kazakh vernaculars. He even established the first school for 

christened Kazakhs in today’s north-eastern Kazakhstan where all courses were in 

the native language. However, due to active promulgation of Islam in the steppe, 

only two hundred Kazakhs were turned into Christianity by the beginning of the 

20th century (Abashin et al., 2008, pp. 161-163).   

c) Education. The imperial government paid far greater attention to Central 

Asian education. When local administration continually needed clerks and 

interpreters, first secular schools for indigenous children were opened in the first 

half of the 19th century. Subsequently, they spread throughout the whole Central 

Asian steppe. By this time, educational opportunities for Kazakhs had increased, 

which was reflected in the 20th century when they studied at prestigious Russian 

universities (Ibid., pp. 160-161). Access to secular education had a significant 

impact on modernization and national elite’s creation. Through organization of 

uprisings, traditional aristocracy was often undermining Russian positions in the 

steppe. Therefore, Russian administration provided all social groups with the 

opportunity to study if they were loyal to the empire. The growth of literacy led to 

a conceptual understanding of Russian colonization, which flourished into the 

creation of two crucial political and philosophical discourses. First one was called 

Zar-Zaman (resp. the age of sorrow) which was represented by such conservative 

poets as Dulat Babataev and Shortanbai Kanaiuly who reflected the negative sides 

of modernization like morality’s decline or disrespect for elders. Along with 
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modernity’s rejection, they also neglected everything alien seeing salvation only in 

the past when Kazakh culture was self-sufficient and purified from Russian alien 

elements (Kovalskaia & Liubichankovskii, 2018, pp. 9-10).  

The second discourse was associated with Kazakh enlightenment movement 

whose members, in contrast with conservatives, paid more attention to the problems 

of traditional society itself. For them, Russian (resp. European) culture introduce 

coveted progress into backward Kazakh communities (Kovalskaia & 

Liubichankovskii, 2018, p. 10). Members of this movement represented a local 

secular elite that Russian officials demanded. Usually, they were children of aul 

(non-Chingissid) elders who were sent to learn the Russian language in order to 

represent their communities in the future (some aristocrats were also among them). 

The most prominent of them will become an icon of the nascent Kazakh nation and 

will personify the bridge between Kazakhs and Russians. Above all, there are Ibirai 

Altynsarin (1841-1889, judge’s offspring), Chokan Valikhanov (1835-1865, khans’ 

descendent) and Abai Kunanbaev (1845-1904, son of the tribal leader) (Olcott, 

1995, pp. 105-106). Each of them was influenced by Russian democratic leftist 

thinkers like Herzen or Chernyshevsky.  

The first of this trio was a father founder of Kazakh didactics. He criticized 

the influence of Islam in Kazakh steppes. Despite friendship with Ilminskiy, he also 

resisted a propaganda of Orthodox Christianity and forced russification in nomad 

communities. Thus, Altynsarin primarily endeavored the spread of secular 

knowledge for which a network of different Russian-Kazakh schools for indigenous 

and Russian settlers’ children in Turgai oblast was set up in the second half of the 

19th century (a specific school was also for girls). Nevertheless, even he had to 

include Muslim lessons into educational program forasmuch as Islam has already 

been popular among Kazakhs. His attention was also drawn on negative sides of 

Russian colonization (particularly on the appropriation of nomad’s land). The critics 

of Russian colonial administration enhanced the confrontation with local officials 

who were often trying to slow down new steppe schools’ establishment. Despite all 

the problems, he was deeply convinced of the necessity of friendship with Russians 

because their secular knowledge could lead Kazakhs to prosperity. Therefore, 

nomads had to become bilingual wherein their native language should be limited to 

Russian. For that purpose, Altynsarin created the first Kazakh alphabet based on 

Russian Cyrillic, first Russian-Kazakh dictionary and Kazakh grammar system. 
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Drawing on Russian pedagogy (particularly Ilminskiy system), he wrote special 

manual both for Kazakh and Russian language in 1879. He also systematized and 

wrote down Kazakh spoken word that will play a significant role in the cultural 

justification of modern Kazakh nationalism whereas his poetry facilitated the 

creation of Kazakh literate language (see more in Sulejmenov, Nusupbekov, 

Kenesbaev & Lizunova 1975, pp. 14-45; see also Altynsarin, 1879).  

Valikhanov was undoubtedly the most secular Kazakh thinker of the 19th 

century. In his view, Islam (especially Tatarian clergy) epitomized the evil that 

impedes the progress of Kazakhs while Russian secular culture was light in the 

darkness (Valihanov b, n.d. pp. 71-72). On the other hand, he promulgated 

importance of some Kazakh traditional institutes like bii court because Russian law, 

for him, could not be applied in Kazakh socio-geographical conditions (Valihanov 

a, n.d. p. 94). Unlike the pedagogue Altynsarin, Valikhanov was a famous imperial 

scientist whose works about ethnography, historiography and geography of Central 

Asia became a real mediator between this region (especially its steppe part) and 

imperial core. His friendship with representatives of Russian culture like 

Dostoyevsky (1821-1881) stimulated interest among Russian intellectuals in a 

nomadic culture, which was sometimes reflected in their works. A significant 

contribution Valikhanov made in the research of Kirgiz traditions, customs and 

history between 1857-1858. As an expert on empire’s eastern periphery, he was used 

in the military expedition during the conquest of Great Horde in 1864. Despite his 

loyalty to the Russian Empire, he fought against colonial administration’s 

arbitrariness as well as against traditional feudal worldview. Nevertheless, 

Valikhanov has never engaged in direct political confrontation (see more in Basin, 

Erofeeva, Kumekov & Nastich 1984, pp. 17-66). 

In contrast to Ibirai and Chokan, Abai was not so critical toward Islam as such 

and saw it as an integral element of Kazakh culture that does not have to be neglected 

but should rather be modernized (Polonskaja & Malashenko, 2008, p. 58). 

Concerning the development of national consciousness, Abai can be placed on the 

same level as Pushkin, Shakespeare, Hugo, Goethe and Cervantes. Drawing from 

ancient nomadic, Transoxiana and Russian (hand in hand with Western) culture, he 

enriched poetry and songwriting of the steppes by new forms and motives. They, in 

turn, were actively used by nomadic masses in the centuries to follow. In contrast, 

his original aphorisms made an outstanding contribution to Kazakh literate 
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language. As well as for Altynsarin, Abai wanted Kazakhs to be enlightened through 

progressive (primarily Russian) worldwide culture. For that purpose, he translated 

the works of prominent world classics like Pushkin, Lermontov, Byron or Goethe 

and spread their works among ordinary nomads in written and oral forms. Unlike 

Valikhanov, he was standing strictly against tsarism supporting any progressive 

thinker who got to the steppe. For that reason, he was persecuted by local Russian 

authorities. However, his exceptional popularity among the masses disabled them to 

apply significant repressive measures against him. Abai was probably the first who 

started to talk about Kazakhs in terms of a nation (resp. something close to it). Thus, 

he can be considered as a spiritual father of the Kazakh nation (Aujezov, 1954, pp. 

12-33).    

In Turkestan, the impossibility of direct resistance to Islam made the 

educational sphere a critical instrument of conservative worldview’s destruction. 

Imperial educational policy was focused on russification which had to be provided 

by Russian non-confessional schools (established in 1870s) where indigenous 

children had to study together with Russians in Russian. Local vernaculars were 

used only in case of misunderstanding. Concerning religion, only Russian children 

had Christian lessons as an inseparable part of the educational process. In contrast, 

locals had to be educated in their faith by other means which harmed the prestige of 

such schools (Abashin et al., 2008, pp. 163-165). The fact that some teachers were 

Christian missioners, too, complicated the situation (Polonskaja & Malashenko, 

2008, p. 51).  

On the other hand, there were Russian-native schools (the model of which was 

Ilminsky’s system) for indigenous children only (first one was opened in 1884). 

Here, they could study the main subjects in Russian while Islam was taught in their 

native language. Forasmuch as natives communicated with Russians mostly in the 

cities, such educational institutions were more in demand there (Abashin et al., 2008, 

pp. 165-166). Nevertheless, due to the absence of popularity among locals, even 

these schools did not facilitate the pro-Russian local elite’s creation (Ibid., p. 173).  

The key obstacle to russification, in Turkestan, was a significant influence of 

conventional Muslim schools. For that reason, the Russian government 

implemented a strict policy toward Muslim education from 1876. The establishment 

of new Muslim schools was limited, whereas entrance requirements for ordinary 

people were getting harder and harder. Authority of Islam was more influencing 
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than it was thought. Despite all abolitions, the number of Muslim schools, from the 

time when Turkestan had joined the empire, was doubled while its quantity many 

times exceeded Russian schools. Many of them even worked illegally. By the 20th 

century, the influence of Islam in educational sphere was considerable even in 

Kazakh steppe, where parents preferred to send their children to Muslim schools 

more than to Russian ones. That is why, from 1907, Muslim schools in Turkestan 

were recognized by imperial authorities as an indispensable element of native 

culture. However, they had to be reformed through the gradual imposition of secular 

subjects27  (Ibid., 2008, pp. 166-169; 172). Ultimately, any attempt to restrict 

Muslim participation in Turkestan education failed.           

d) Ethnic issue. The defeat of imperial acculturation policy in Central Asia to 

some extent relates to ignorance of Russian ethnography about Islam. Unlike 

Russian historiographers who believed in assimilation of the eastern periphery, 

Russian ethnographers of the 19th century did not share their view. That, in turn, led 

to less interest in Muslim ethnic groups (Dzherasi, 2004, pp. 274; 283). Such 

ignorance was caused primarily by an idea that ethnography is incompatible with 

Islam. In compliance with this view, Islam was considered the only cultural feature 

of the people practicing it. This religion was seen as something that opposed culture 

as such while Muslim societies were considered as “post-ethnic” which, according 

to Russian ethnographers, made them similar and static (resp. constant). Hence, 

Muslim communities could not be an object of ethnographic studies. Instead, they 

were left at the mercy of orthodox church whose main aim, though, was 

Christianization of Muslims (Ibid., pp. 279-280). That was the reason why the main 

attention in Central Asia was paid to Kazakhs whose nomadic pagan lifestyle 

prevented them from Islamization. Criticizing Catherine’s pro-Muslim course, in 

the second half of the 19th century, Russian orientalists were trying to legitimize the 

prevention of Islamization of the steppe by all appropriate means, including 

anthropological ones. For instance, Ethnographer Haruzin tried to prove that 

Kazakhs were not even Turks. For him, they had diverse anthropological, linguistic 

and cultural roots which made it impossible to call them a different ethnic group. 

Therefore, there would not be a problem to integrate them into Russian culture.  

 
27 This idea was to some extent represented in new-method school of which we will talk next chapter. 
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On the other hand, Russian ethnographers paid much less attention to 

sedentary Muslim communities in Turkestan. Besides the abovementioned position 

regarding Islam, that problem was also associated with the described non-

interference policy of Turkestan local administration. The socioeconomic aspect 

played a more important role than ethnic attributes. Even those works that dealt with 

problems of ethnicity were usually intended to weaken the impact of Islam in the 

region. An excellent example could be the paper of N. Ostroumov, who studied the 

most urban (and less Islamized) ethnic group of Turkestan that was more susceptible 

to acculturation. They were called Sarts and we will discuss them in the next chapter 

(Ibid., pp. 293-298). 

 

Summary 

As we can see, the imperial period had a significant impact on Central Asia. 

The creation of such macro-regions as “Turkestan Governorate-General” and 

“Steppe Governor-Generalship” prevented acculturation of the periphery and hence 

contributed to the formation of modern national identities. Although Kazakhs were 

divided between three Hordes which affected their position in the empire, their 

national consciousness began to form earlier. First of all, it is linked with common 

Mongolian (Chingissid) tradition. Secondly, the earlier integration into the Russian 

empire also had a positive effect on this process. The resettlement of Russian 

peasants had destroyed traditional nomad lifestyle which encouraged new 

semisedentary aul identity where the indigenous population found itself in 

opposition with Russians as Islam became their new ideological framework.  

However, since most of Kazakhs were turned to Islam much later than Turkestan 

communities, they were more vulnerable to russification and Christianization that 

was actively conducted in the second half of the 19th century when Islam had 

already been seen as a threat to imperial power.  

Furthermore, the opportunity for non-Chingissids to get Russian education 

contributed to the rise of such secular intellectuals as Altynsarin, Valikhanov (he 

was, though, from aristocratic family) and Kunanbaev who could perceive Kazakhs 

as one nation without any tribal or social barriers. Therefore, first national ideas, in 

steppe cultural space, had been already formulated in the 19th century. On the 

contrary, one of the reasons to make Zhetysu and Sir Daria oblasts (resp. Great 

Horde) a part of “Turkestan Governorate-General” was the widespread popularity 
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of Islam. However, even there, local imperial administration was trying to prevent 

the Islamization of nomadic environment which was seen in the significant number 

of Russian settlers in Zhetysu in comparison with the rest Turkestan oblasts.  

Since Turkestan was annexed by the Russian empire long after, first seeds of 

national consciousness will appear there only at the beginning of the 20th century. 

Furthermore, as it was written in the first part of this chapter, Transoxiana was less 

integrated than nomad steppe, which also contributed to later development of 

national sentiments there. Since territorial and welfare aspects played a more 

significant role, Russian colonial administration had no incentive to engage with the 

issue of Islam in Turkestan. Instead of that, it paid more attention to economic 

benefits, one of which was peasants’ resettlement that became possible with the rise 

of the core (resp. Russian) nationalism during Stolypin reforms. Nevertheless, the 

tolerance of Islam did not mean its legitimization. Thus, russification through 

educational sphere had to become the main weapon against this religion which in 

turn only strengthened its power. It created an opportunity for the rise of a foreign 

ideological doctrine that will be analyzed in the next chapter. It is called pan-

Turkism. 
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2. Pan-Turkism and formation of Central Asian nation-

states 
The ideas of pan-Turkism were spread mainly in the Turkestan area while 

Kazakh steppe had its own national movement of which we will talk later. It is 

necessary to mention that this and the next chapter will cover both the period of 

tsarist and Bolshevik impact on Central Asia. This one will be divided into two basic 

parts. First is about to characterize pan-Turkism as such. Then, we will concentrate 

on its influence in Central Asia. 

 

2.1 Ideology of all Turks 

The unity of all Turks under the aegis of Turkey is a central concern of pan-

Turkism which was to a significant extent popular among Turks in Russia. Since the 

Ottoman and the Russian Empire represented a threat to Europe, this idea was 

actively supported by key European great powers. Influenced by pan-Turkism, the 

Ottoman Empire had to shift its attention from lost territories in Europe to Russian 

Turkic world. It had to worsen the relationship of both states, thereby helping 

Europeans to increase control over some of their territories. One of the first spiritual 

father of pan-Turkism was a Hungarian Turkologist Armin Vambery who was a 

counselor of Ottoman sultan between 1857-1863. According to him, the powerful 

anti-Slavic movement had to weaken Russian positions in Persia, Central Asia and 

India. This movement had been called pan-Turanism. The agent of British 

intelligence, the founder of pan-Arabism and Young Turks movement Wilfred 

Blunt, also participated in the creation of pan-Turkism. In the 19th century, the 

interest in Turkic matters also inspired developed European states to practice 

Turkology as a branch of Orientalism (Babajan, 2011, pp. 67-70). The works of 

orientalists about Turkestan as well as papers of different ethnographers or 

historians about Turks had a certain impact on the Turkic elite. By the time Ottoman 

intellectuals have started to write their papers about Turkic culture and history 

(Muhammetdinov, 1995, pp. 29-32).  

In the Russian Empire, pan-Turkism inseparably relates to the development of 

the Ottoman Empire. The rise of national consciousness of Transoxiana Muslims 

was concerned with all intellectual trends in Istanbul, forasmuch as Ottoman sultan 

was perceived as the only independent leader in the Turkic world. Nevertheless, it 

is essential to realize that pan-Turkic trends in Russia were marching hand in hand 
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with pan-Islamism, because almost all Muslims were Turks while almost all Turks 

were (at least officially) Muslims. Therefore, national and reform movements in a 

significant part of eastern Turkic space were founded on pan-Turkic as well as pan-

Islamic principles whereby the former was usually obscured by the latter (Hostler, 

2006, pp. 147-152). Pan-Turkism in the Russian Empire was, to a great extent, a 

reaction to Christianization and Russification of the Turkic population (Landau, 

1995, p. 8). It was also seen as a resistance to the pan-Slavic vision of the unity of 

all Slavic peoples headed by Russian Empire in opposition to Ottoman Empire 

(Muhammetdinov, 1995, p. 25). First Turks who started to promote pan-Turkic 

values were Tatars since they ‘had been longest under Russian rule’ (Landau, 1995, 

p. 8). ‘Pan-Islamism as well as pan-Turkism were largely contributed by bourgeois 

reformers standing for Islam modernization’ (Nadein-Raevskij, 2017, p. 26). They 

started with reforms in education in the middle of the 19th century. This time, 

Muslim intellectuals Sihabeddin Mergani, Kayyum Nasiri from Kazan and Huseyin 

Feizkhani from Ulyanovsk, inspired by the situation in Turkey, were trying to pursue 

modernization of education, excluding old scholastic and religious methods. These 

reforms became a watchword for unity of Turkic-Tatarian bourgeoisie and the 

beginning of pan-Turkism in Russia.  

However, despite a significant contribution of Nasiri, Mergani, Feizkhani and 

Ottoman intellectuals, the leading role of pan-Turkic movement in Russia was taken 

by Crimean Tatar Ismail Gaspirali (1851-1914) who started his activity in the 1880s 

(Hostler, 2006, pp. 152-157). Having many contacts in Anatolia and France, he was 

impressed by European scientific and technological progress. However, he 

simultaneously drew his attention to the negative sides of Western culture, such as 

the absence of social justice and utilitarianism. That is why, the creation of better 

society, for him, required material progress to go hand in hand with Muslim spiritual 

values (Tuna, 2015, p. 150; Kemper, 2019, p. 82). To spread the best of European 

knowledge among Muslims, it was necessary to reform an educational system which 

was impossible in Russian non-confessional schools where indigenous children 

could not study in their language. Inspired by European and North American so-

called “new method” under which pupils learned letters not as a part of religious 

texts but with their phonemes, Gaspirali established a new-method school28 (in 

 
28 It was a third alternative along with indigenous non-confessional and Russian-native schools. 
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1884) in Bahçesaray where he taught by phoneme method. This school was also 

better-organized and equipped with all things necessary for studying.  

Forasmuch as phonemic method had enabled to assimilate information faster 

and better, the new-method school became very popular among Tatarian Muslims. 

Therefore, he began to promulgate it in the whole Muslim space of the Russian 

empire. Later, some Muslim reformers who had been educated in the Ottoman 

Empire, too, started to create secular schools that were forbidden by the Russian 

authorities until the second decade of the 20th century. When their activity was 

finally permitted, it was regularly undermined by conventional Islamic institutes. 

Nevertheless, better educational conditions and access to secular knowledge as well 

as knowledge of Russian language helped graduates of new-method schools to enrol 

at higher educational institutions. They provided a considerable number of Tatar 

children with ample carrier opportunities (Tuna, 2015, pp. 162-166). 

Orthodox missioners and conservative Muslim circles actively criticized 

Gaspirali’s thinking. On the other hand, he was supported by Russian intellectuals, 

secular segments and some political officials. Concerning Islam as such, he opposed 

non-interference policy toward Islam because it prevents Muslim modernization and 

contributes to moral bankruptcy while enforced russification only strengthens the 

power of old clergy. Because Russia had a significant Muslim population, its 

identity cannot be associated only with orthodox Christianity, and hence Islam 

cannot be disregarded any more. In order to achieve mutual understanding, new-

method schools, that allowed access to modern knowledge, had to be supported by 

the Russian officials. In his opinion, unlike the Ottomans, who emulated some of 

the negative European features, such as “self-centeredness”, Russian Empire was 

much more tolerant toward its non-Russian population. With specific regard to the 

empire’s Muslims, Russians were spiritually closer to them and thereby had to take 

care of them like of their younger brothers. Therefore, his reforms sought to confirm 

loyalty to the Russian Empire, not to the Ottoman Empire. (Kemper, 2019, pp. 85-

93).   

Nevertheless, some of Turkic-Tatar intellectuals saw the pro-Russian views of 

Gaspirali just as a part of his strategy that would allow him to further engage in his 

activity. To reinforce the position of Turks, he stressed their cultural integration 

which required a common language. Based on Crimean and Ottoman dialects, 

purified from foreign words, such language was created by him. Kazan and Crimean 
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intellectuals (later also from Caucuses and Turkestan), whose works also 

contributed to the idea of a common language, supported Gaspirali’s aspiration. 

Since the Russian officials could easily suppress Turkic cultural activity, Gaspirali 

has never engaged in a direct political confrontation with official representatives of 

the Russian Empire. (Hostler, 2006, pp. 161-163). Instead, he paid more attention to 

his journal Tercüman (resp. translator - existed from 1883) that played a significant 

role in the development of Turkic national identity. Through this resource, it was 

possible to know what is happening in the whole Turkic world. Because of official 

censorship in Russia, pan-Turkism was promulgated carefully, mostly through 

undistinguished cultural slogans. By the time, the journal became popular in Central 

Asia and Eastern Turkestan. After 1905, ideas of cultural integration were taken up 

by other Tatar journals, some Azeri and even by such Turkestan periodicals as Turan 

and Bukharai-ye-sharif (Landau, 1995, pp. 9-11). Tercüman became a “transmitter 

of modern knowledge” to all Turks which gained Gaspirali a reputation of “first 

teacher” among Muslims until his death (Baldauf, 2001, p. 87). However, despite 

all efforts, geographical distance, particular social reality, absence of financial and 

political support did not allow him to realize the idea of a single Turkic language. 

Instead, four basic vernaculars (Volga, Kirgiz, Chagatai and Ottoman) were 

accepted (Muhammetdinov, 1995, p. 40).     

After the assassination of tsar Alexander II. in 1881 and implementation of the 

new conservative course by his successor (Alexander III.), it was very complicated 

to spread pan-Turkism in Russian Empire (Kemper, 2019, p. 83). However, the 

defeat in Russo-Japanese war and revolution of 1905 created new opportunities for 

advocation of Turkic-Tatar national identity. Turkic political aspirations were well-

formed and expressed by their leaders in a series of special congresses. Despite the 

participation of all Turkic groups, Tatars predominated. Furthermore, it was chiefly 

represented by bourgeois nationalists rather than real Muslims.  

Turkestan’s elite was interested in such a cooperation of Turks. However, just 

as Kazakh leaders, it barely participated in the Muslim Congresses. The third 

Congress in August 1906 resolved to create a full-fledged political party (Union of 

Muslims) the key goal of which was a unity of all Muslims in the empire. For these 

purposes, it supported different cultural and educational Muslim organizations that 

propagated common Turkic language. Despite some successes in Russian Duma and 

growth of Turkic periodicals during 1905-1917, Russian government (in 1907) 
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overcame the political crisis and thereby reinforced its control over Turkic activity 

(Landau, 1995, pp. 11-13). Turkic representation in Duma was weakened while 

special administrative measures had impeded an establishment of new-method 

schools and forced censorship of periodicals. That harmed Turkic cultural 

integration (Hostler, 2006, pp. 170-171). Moreover, ‘Mullahs with non-Russian 

education were banned to work in Russia’ (Ibid., p. 171). Such limitations forced 

Turkic intellectuals to look for help abroad which led to their migration to Istanbul. 

In Turkey, Russian migrants developed and spread the ideas of pan-Turkism 

among intellectual elite which had a significant impact on the internal policy of the 

Ottoman Empire. When Turkey lost all Balkan territories after its defeat in Balkan 

wars (1912-1913), pan-Turkism became its official doctrine. Influenced by 

European racism, pan-Turkism also facilitated Turkey’s participation in the First 

World War and the Armenian genocide in 1915 (Nadein-Raevskij, 2017, pp. 18-20). 

Russia, Great Britain and France were recognized as foes while pan-Islamist and 

pan-Turkist slogans were used to call all Muslims in their colonies to war against 

oppressors. Hence, some Russian Turks actively supported Ottoman Turkey and its 

allies. For example, Azerbaijan and Turkic organization Vatan in Crimea were 

receiving assistance from Turkey. In 1916, even the indigenous people of Central 

Asia (mostly for a different reason) revolted against the Russian colonial 

administration (Hostler, 2006, pp. 181-183). In this regard, it is worth noting that 

despite the growth of pan-Turkic sentiments in Ottoman society, pan-Turkism, pan-

Islamism and even pan-Turanism were not the goals in their own right but just an 

instrument for the realization of Turkey’s national interests. This applies especially 

to Russian Caucasus in 1917-1918, where help to newborn Azerbaijan republic was 

not aimed at supporting of Turkic nation but the creation of buffer zone between 

Turkey and post-revolutionary weakened Russia (Reynolds, 2009). Furthermore, 

after the triumph of the Kemalist revolution resulting in the creation of modern 

Turkey in 1923, pan-Turkic propaganda was forbidden (Nadein-Raevskij, 2017, p. 

21). Therefore, as a pan-Turkic center, Turkey has not been an essential factor in 

Central Asian nation-building for the first half of the 20th century.  

 

As a result, despite first seeds of ideology for all Turks were planted by the 

Western world in order to weaken the Russian and Ottoman Empire, pan-Turkism, 

as a full-fledged political doctrine, was mostly formed in Russian Empire. In view 
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of the fact that almost all Turks in the empire were Muslims, this idea inevitably 

overlapped with pan-Islamism. The founding father of the new pan-movement 

became a Crimean Tatar Ismail Gaspirali. He was trying to unite all Turks of the 

Russian Empire through the modernization of education and creation of common 

Turkic language. On the other hand, he was loyal to the empire and called on its 

authorities for the improvement of Muslim conditions so that Turks could integrate 

into Russian society. Since the imperial government was suspicious toward 

progressive reforms, he was never able to participate in the political sphere and 

primarily focused on cultural changes in the Muslim environment. However, the 

Russian revolution of 1905 provided his proponents from the whole Russian Muslim 

world with the opportunity to engage in politics. When the Russian government 

reverted to a radical course toward Islam, many Turkic reformers migrated to the 

Ottoman Empire where they formed a core of Turkish pan-Turkism. By the First 

World War, pan-Turkic sentiments among Ottoman Muslims increased. 

Nonetheless, they did not become the driving force of the Ottoman foreign policy. 

Finally, when secular Turkey, headed by Mustafa Kemal, was established, pan-

Turkic ideas were prohibited.  

Referring to Russia, after the February revolution, pan-Turkism was just one 

of many political alternatives (such as autonomy in a federal state or ultimately 

independence) among Turks. All efforts of Russian Muslims and Turks to find a 

consensus were unsuccessful. Because of different political and social cleavages, 

geographic distance and incompatible interests, it was impossible to realize the ideas 

of pan-Turkism in Turkic space. Furthermore, when communists came to power, 

pan-Turkism became a priori intolerable vision. This time, almost every Turkic 

ethnic sought for self-rule. The only political entity based on pan-Turkic vision, in 

this chaos, was “Turkestan Autonomy”29 with a capital in Kokand. It was created by 

intellectual and political activist Mustafa Chokay (1890-1941) (Landau, 1995, pp. 

15-17). 

 

 
29 The political entity that existed at the start of Russian Civil War. 
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2.2 Central Asia – a practical embodiment of the ideal of pan-

Turkism 

Now, it is time to analyze the impact of pan-Turkism in Central Asian region 

or more precisely in Turkestan. This part will be divided into four sub-parts. First of 

all, we will try to understand if there were any ethnic differences in Turkestan. Then, 

the issue of “Turkestan Autonomy”, that, at least in our opinion, was the only pan-

Turkic political entity, will be discussed. Next part will briefly break down the myth 

of the so-called Basmachi as the Turkestan liberation movement. Finally, we will 

focus on Muslim national communism which can be seen as a compromise between 

red atheistic and religious Turkic ideology where Tatars will again play a significant 

role. 

2.2.1 Ethnic differentiation in Turkestan 

Despite the fact that pan-Turkism brought together most of Turks in 

Turkestan, it did not mean that there was no ethnic difference in this Russian macro-

region. Among the nations of interest for our thesis, Uzbeks, Tajiks and Kirgiz 

belonged to Turkestan. We will pay our attention to Uzbeks and Tajiks while Kirgiz, 

because of their nomadic nature, will be analyzed in the next chapter in opposition 

to Kazakhs. Although Russian ethnographers, as it was described in the first chapter, 

did not pay much attention to ethnic issue, some formal attempts to classify 

Turkestan ethnic groups were undertaken. It was not an easy task because the 

division between Central Asian communities was mostly based on tribal, socio-

cultural, clan, geographical or religious attributes. Moreover, many entities could 

change their social organization if it was necessary (Abashin, 2007, p. 98). Even 

though ethnic classification has been, by the time, pursued, confessional (resp. 

religious) identity dominated till 1921 (Brezhneva, 2017, p. 2).  

Many socio-cultural entities may deserve our attention, but we will primarily 

concentrate on three of them which are Uzbeks, Tajiks and Sarts. As we already 

know, Uzbeks were a tribal confederation that came from the steppe part of Central 

Asia to Transoxiana in the 16th century. To distinguish ancient settled Iranian 

population of Turkestan from nomadic conquerors, Russian orientalists called the 

former Tajiks30 and the later Uzbeks (Ibid., p. 12). It is necessary to know that these 

names had mostly a political meaning and were chosen randomly just in order to 

classify a population of the region on an ethnic basis. In the beginning, both groups 

 
30 The word Tajik was also used to identify a highlander or a wild man (Ibid., pp. 10). 
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did not have the ethnic self-consciousness. Hence, many Iranian speaking 

communities could also call themselves Uzbeks, whereas most of Uzbeks preferred 

their tribal identification (Abashin, 2007, pp. 32-33). Sometimes even brothers from 

one family could belong to different ethnic groups. (Ibid., p. 91). Besides, members 

of both ethnics were mostly bilingual (Abashin et al., 2008. p. 266).  

Russians established Tajik-Uzbek dichotomy after their expedition to Bukhara 

in the first half of the 19th century (Ibid., p. 264). The situation was aggravated when 

‘Kokand Khanate which included Tashkent and Fergana valley was annexed’ (Ibid., 

p. 266). Former two groups were augmented by the so-called Sarts who represented 

the mix of both ethnic groups. This word was mostly used to identify Tajiks whose 

language was influenced by Turkic. The idea of Sarts as a different ethnic group, 

however, faced severe criticism. Numerous experts argued that the word Sart had 

never been used by the indigenous population in an ethnic sense. It just indicated 

the whole sedentary population of Turkestan. In the social term, Sarts often 

represented local bourgeoisie. They usually engaged in agriculture, trade and 

industry and formed one-third of Turkestan's population. (Brezhneva, 2017, pp. 17-

19). Settled indigenous people could call themselves Sarts by occupation and Tajiks 

by origins. Besides, nomads could use this word in a negative sense toward 

sedentary population of Transoxiana, but sometimes it also had a neutral meaning 

(Abashin, 2007, pp. 42-45). As it has been already written in the previous chapter, 

Sarts, as a different ethnic, due to its urbanized (and less Islamized) nature, were 

most likely created by Russian ethnographers as local opposition to conservative 

Muslim communities. Moreover, their identity could have been formed as a 

counterbalance to radical pan-Turkic Tatar branch that supported the Ottoman 

Empire (Abashin et al., 2008. p. 268).     

Uzbek and Tajik ethnonyms will become the core of modern Uzbekistan and 

Tajikistan. The question is – what happened with Sarts? According to Benedict 

Anderson, the interest of colonial empires in total quantification, delineation and 

categorization of their population made a great contribution to the creation of future 

nationalisms on their periphery. Such things as census, map and museum became 

the necessary instruments of this process (Anderson, 2006). In the case of the 

Russian Empire, census played a significant role in the abolishment of Sarts as a 

separate ethnic group. In attempts to determine the difference between them, Uzbeks 

and Tajiks, tsarist administration was primarily using anthropological features 
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(along with lifestyle) or language as a key criterion of self-determination. The 

former made Sarts similar to Tajiks whereas the latter to Uzbeks. Since language, as 

a national feature, dominated at the end of the 19th century, it became a primary 

category of first and only Russian Empire census in 1897 the results of which were 

heavily influenced by bureaucratic manipulations. Forasmuch as Samarkand 

administration recognized only Uzbeks while Fergana only Sarts, there was a 

considerable disproportion of both ethnic groups in both oblasts. Furthermore, 

because of professional incompetence of local statisticians, many Turks could not 

be identified at all. Finally, the focus on language showed that there was no 

considerable difference between Sarts and Uzbeks (Abashin, 2007, pp. 132-137). 

Later, for the rise of pan-Turkic jadids movement in Turkestan in the 20th 

century, indigenous bourgeoise intellectuals started to consider the word Sarts as 

alien and imposed by the colonial administration (Ibid., pp. 149-150). Therefore, 

during the first census after the February revolution in 1917, the “Russian 

Provisional Government” replaced this word by Uzbeks in order to get the loyalty 

of a new national elite. Despite most Sarts having an Arian (Iranian) origin, focus 

on common Turkic language made them all Uzbeks. Hence, when Bolsheviks came 

to power, they did not need to manipulate with terms like tsarist administration 

because ordinary people have already started to associate themselves more with 

Uzbeks than Sarts. Most of them did not even understand the difference between 

both groups. By the 1920s, both (Sarts and Uzbeks) could be, on the same side, 

compared with semi-sedentary Kazakhs-Kirgiz. Such metamorphoses had its logic. 

In compliance with the fact that Uzbek conquerors have used word Sarts as an 

affront for a long time, most of Turkic Arians, by the time, decided not to call 

themselves this way (Ibid., pp. 153-169). Furthermore, word Uzbek historically was 

more related to the pan-Turkic doctrine that will partly dominate among future 

Uzbek nationalists (Ibid, p. 174). That is why, in new conditions, Sarts as a specific 

ethnic group lost its attractiveness and was finally eliminated in favor of Uzbeks.  

Consequently, Russian census and pan-Turkic ideology helped to crystalize 

core ethnic groups of Turkestan, which will become a basis for modern national 

identities. With the development of a shared Turkic consciousness and language, it 

was easier to integrate Sarts into Uzbek ethnic. Now, let us finally talk about pan-

Turkism in Central Asia.             
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2.2.2 Jadids or the creation of the first and only pan-Turkic state 

‘In the whole Russian Turkic-Muslim world, the most favorable environment 

for pan-Turkism realization was Central Asian region’ (Chervonnaja, Giljazov, & 

Goroshkov, 2003, p. 178). Here, the basis for the unity of all Turks was created by 

jadids that proceeded from Gaspirali’s reforms in education and his idea of the 

secularization of traditional society. They appeared in Turkestan at the beginning of 

the 20th century and consisted of trade bourgeoisie and local intellectuals who tried 

to react to russification policies (Agzamhodzhaev, 2006, pp. 31-33; Brezhneva, 

2008, p. 50; Baldauf, 2001, pp. 72-73). By 1910, they have already built fifty new-

method schools, most of which were in sizeable centers like Tashkent and Kokand 

(Brezhneva, 2008, p. 51). Jadids actively criticized the colonial policy, especially 

the local administration and tsarist tax system (Agzamhodzhaev, 2006, p. 35). Their 

activity immediately covered the settled part of Turkestan while they were not so 

popular in the nomadic oblasts. During the first Russian revolution in 1905-1907, 

jadids acquired political dimension which could be seen primarily in their 

participation in Russian Muslim congresses, activity in Russian Duma in 1906 and 

buoyant press work. (Ibid., pp. 38-41). Nevertheless, during the Stolypin period, 

their political activity was banned (Ibid., p. 44).  

Although Gaspirali can be considered a spiritual father of jadids, the idea of 

the unity of all Turks did not play a leading role among them (Nadein-Raevskij, 

2017, p. 31). Even if some radicals, during the First World War, expressed collective 

Turkic solidarity cooperating with Tatarian, Turkish and Azeri pan-Turkists (Ibid., 

p. 32), most of the reformers opposed Turkestan identity to other Turkic political 

entities (particularly Ottoman empire). In order to limit Ottoman impact, jadids 

decided to form a separate national identity based on Chagatai dialect that was an 

old literary language of Turks in Transoxiana. Since it played a considerable role 

during Tamerlane reign, it aroused the memory of the Turkestan’s age of glory 

(especially Chingissid era) which was idealized in jadids’ nationalistic rhetoric. The 

key ethnic group of Chagatai discourse became Uzbeks that claimed the integration 

of all Central Asian Muslims (Khalid, 2001, pp. 157-158). In this connection, it is 

essential to underscore jadids’ desire to connect indigenous population primarily 

with Turkestan territory, which was different from the idea of the unity of Turks all 

over the world.  
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Furthermore, the reformation of Islam in compliance with Gaspirali’s thinking 

had to become a further key attribute of separate Turkestan culture. Significant 

attention was also paid to the creation of national history (during 1908-1915) that, 

in addition to the territory of “Turkestan Governorate-General”, also encompassed 

Bukhara and Khiva. This, in turn, provided settled Uzbek ethnic group with 

continuity and commonality which differentiated them from Central Asian nomads. 

Nonetheless, during the tsarist period, all these ideas were popular only among few 

urban Turkestan segments (Haugen, 2003, pp. 61-66).     

A significant obstacle for Turkestan nationalism was a conventional Islamic 

fraction of so-called ulemists represented by higher clergy who were blamed by 

jadids for corruption. Russian authorities also criticized the most progressive 

individuals (Sadykova, 2004, p. 25; Baldauf, 2001, pp. 77-78). Moreover, reformists 

from that part of Turkestan that were directly included into the Russian Empire had 

more space for manoeuvring. On the other hand, the situation in protectorates of 

Bukhara and Khiva was more complicated forasmuch as jadids, on top of everything 

else, were in direct opposition to local emirs which made them more vulnerable. 

Although they primarily focused on cultural changes, they were often persecuted 

and even killed. Only after the February revolution, it was possible to set up national 

movements like Young Bukharians and Young Khivinians (Brezhneva, 2008, pp. 

53-54). However, even so, political inexperience led to a failure of jadids in Bukhara 

in favor of conservative ulemists.  

In contrast, “Turkestan Governorate-General” has been already planning its 

political autonomy (without Bukhara and Khiva) where the key role was played by 

a political activist Mustafa Chokay. Nonetheless, the realization of this project 

required social unity which was limited in Turkestan because, apart from the 

confrontation of jadids and ulemists, most national organizations, still based on clan 

loyalty, supported the opponents of political autonomy (Sadykova, 2004, pp. 25-

37). There was also a conflict for land between Russian settlers and natives. 

Although provisional government acted in the interests of natives, Russian peasants, 

supported by few interested groups, wanted to retain their rights to land (Ibid., pp. 

47-49). 

The situation rapidly changed when Bolsheviks came to power in October 

1917. Despite all hardships, Turkestan nationalists decided to proclaim political 

autonomy without their permission which was officially done on 13th December 
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1917 with Mustafa Chokay as minister of foreign affairs (Agzamhodzhaev, 2006, 

pp. 193; 209). It was called “Turkestan Autonomy”. Notwithstanding all ethnical 

and tribal particularities, Chokay already considered Turkestan as one nation with a 

common culture, religion and language (consisted of different dialects). However, 

since Bolsheviks assumed such political entity as a product of bourgeoisie, it was 

destroyed in February 191831. Turkestan nationalists were too weak and thereby 

could not resist Soviet danger while the absence of qualified political cadres and 

social fragmentation also contributed to the failure of autonomy (Sadykova, 2004, 

pp. 55; 57-58). Eventually, in April 1918, “Turkestan Autonomous Soviet Socialist 

Republic” (TASSR) was established instead (Agzamhodzhaev, 2006, p. 263).  

Due to the progressive thinking of jadids, rudimentary national consciousness 

in Turkestan was created. Thus, when internal conflicts tore the whole Turkic world 

during the February revolution, Turkestan, without any regard for domestic 

complications, was the only Turkic macro-region in the former Russian empire that 

was trying to consolidate its population into a single political entity on the basis of 

pan-Turkism32. Nevertheless, the absence of social integrity and political 

inexperience led to its rapid collapse. Besides political (resp. peaceful) way for 

realization of pan-Turkism, there were also forced methods, applied right after the 

defeat of “Turkestan Autonomy”. Failure of this political entity marked the 

beginning of a powerful anti-Bolshevik movement that has gone down in history as 

Basmachi.  

2.3.3 Basmachi – Turkestan liberation movement?         

The phenomenon of Basmachi movement can be explained as a wave of anti-

Soviet and anti-Russian uprisings in Turkestan that, with some breaks, lasted 

between 1917-1931 with a peak between 1921-1923 (Hostler, 2006, p. 199). The 

failure of Kokand (resp. Turkestan) Autonomy as such, however, has not been the 

only reason for the uprising. Socio-economic motives, too, played a significant role 

since unemployed peasants partly recruited Basmachi groups. Generally, Basmachi 

consisted of the pre-modern aristocracy (landowners or Muslim clergy), national 

bourgeoisie, kulaks (resp. wealthy peasants) and ordinary peasants (Ibid., pp. 200-

201). Hence, this movement represented the interests of different social segments. 

 
31 The politics of Bolsheviks will be analyzed in the fourth chapter. 
32 With respect to Bukhara and Khiva, their position as Russian protectorates facilitated the 

development of different historical experience. Hence, at least in the beginning, they could not be 

included into “Turkestan Autonomy”. 
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However, despite the absence of unity among Basmachi squads, the influence of 

pan-Turkism was manifested in their multiethnicity. Apart from Central Asian 

ethnic groups like Kazakhs, Kirgiz, Turkmens and Uzbeks, there were also some 

Bashkirs, Tatars and even Arian Tajiks (Ibid., pp. 201-202). Furthermore, some 

jadids also supported the Basmachi (Baldauf, 2001, p. 80). The territorial core of 

the movement was in Fergana whereas first military groups had consisted of the ex-

criminals that constituted army of “Turkestan Autonomy” (Zevelev, Poljakov, & 

Chugunov, 1981, p. 42). 

Basmachi’s activity was also spread in Khiva and Bukhara. The former was 

controlled by brigand Junaid Curban Mamet who was later overthrown by Soviets, 

supported by indigenous revolutionists and bourgeois Young Khivinians. In 

February 1920, they set up secular “Khorezm People’s Soviet Republic” (KhPSR) 

headed by pro-Soviet Young Khivinian government. Concerning Bukhara, local 

communists and jadids (resp. Young Bukharan) cooperated with Bolsheviks. In 

September 1920, they overthrew emir who then fled to Eastern Bukhara (resp. 

today’s Tajikistan). Finally, secular “Bukharan People Soviet Republic” (BPSR) 

was also established (Kudelja-Odabash'jan, 2001, pp. 255-276). That provoked the 

formation of separate Basmachi branch in Bukhara. 

Basmachi movement was a conglomerate of disorganized groups without 

concrete laws and central administration. The situation, though, radically changed 

when Turkish general and military minister, an adherent of pan-Turkism, Enver 

Pasha (1881-1922) headed Basmachi movement. In 1920, he came to Moscow as an 

ally of Soviets. Nonetheless, his real plan was a creation of a great Turkic empire 

that included the territory of Russian and Chinese Turkestan, Kazakh steppes, 

Afghanistan and Turkey. Soviets, in turn, wanted to use him as an instrument for 

mobilization of Muslims against Western imperialism. He had to play a significant 

role in the fight against Basmachi in Bukhara. Enver, however, defected to the 

Basmachi and became their leader in the whole Turkestan. Despite significant 

achievements in the battles against communists, he was killed in Raljivan (in Tajik 

hills) on 8th August 1922 (Hostler, 2006, pp. 189-191; Sadykova, 2004, pp. 76-78). 

His activity in Bukhara led to temporary centralization and resurgence of Basmachi 

movement that started to coordinate its activity across Turkestan. Nevertheless, 

when he was killed, and Russian Civil War (1917-1922) was over, Bolsheviks were 

able to shift their attention to Turkestan and finally destroy the most of Basmachi 
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by 1926 (Olcott, 1981, pp. 358-361). Some of their squads still dominated in Eastern 

Bukhara till the 1930s. 

Basmachi was, first and foremost, an anti-Soviet movement. However, the real 

question is–-was it a national movement? According to a famous expert on Central 

Asia Martha Brill Olcott, Basmachi struggle against Soviets formed a single national 

identity in Bukhara, Khiva and “Turkestan Autonomy”. According to her, Basmachi 

was fighting jihad protecting the order of Sharia from atheistic Bolsheviks which 

contributed to the contacts between communities from the whole Turkestan. Thus, 

in the face of the common Soviet threat, people left behind all divisive features such 

as tribal or clan identification and instead concentrated on something that unites 

them which is Islam religion and sedentary lifestyle (Ibid., pp. 364-365). In our 

opinion, this statement is very problematic. Basmachi had a significant impact on 

Muslims in Central Asia but not powerful enough to form a national identity and 

unite all people under a single banner. Many of ordinary Turkestan natives, during 

the whole Civil War, resisted Basmachi, which was one of the reasons why Soviets 

won (Zevelev, Poljakov, & Shishkina, 1986, p. 123).  

Moreover, although ordinary people actively participated in the Basmachi 

movement, its social basis was represented mainly by different aristocratic, clerical 

and bourgeois (like jadids) elements. Even “Turkestan Autonomy” from which first 

Basmachi came from was mostly supported by influential segments and was not so 

popular among the masses. Besides, as has already been said, first Basmachi squads 

mostly consisted of criminals who later even participated in violence against 

civilians (Ibid., pp. 128-130). It is also appropriate to mention that different 

Basmachi groups often acted independently on each other while their leaders always 

competed with one another (Ibid., p. 136).  

Even under the reign of Enver Pasha, full mutual understanding was not 

achieved. Such absence of unity reflected, too, in the ideological sphere. Although 

Basmachi was partly a pan-Turkic movement, not all proponents of pan-Turkism 

supported them. The excellent example is Muslim communist Turar Ryskulov who 

participated in their defeat (Ibid., p. 130). The same could be said about Islam 

because low clergy (not affiliated with the bourgeoisie) dispatched to the Soviets 

and even provided them with a religious justification for the destruction of Basmachi 

(Ibid., pp. 143-144). The key argument that refutes the national liberation nature of 

Basmachi was its considerable focus on economic and social problems in the region. 
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It, in turn, proves that Basmachi phenomenon was primarily a reaction to the 

material crisis in Transoxiana rather than an effort to create an imagined Turkestan 

community (the only exception was the project of Enver Pasha). Although Basmachi 

squads consisted of different Turks, they hardly ever invoked pan-Islamic or pan-

Turkic slogans of united Turkestan. Only in Eastern Bukhara, Basmachi 

systematically called Muslims for unity against Bolshevik threat. However, even 

there, the social organization of different squads reminded more of traditional feudal 

relations than modern national structure whereas ordinary peasants supported 

rebellions more out of fear. Thus, Basmachi certainly tried to undermine Soviet 

authority in the region. However, it was made primarily to re-establish a pre-modern 

Bukharan order rather than awake Turkestan national feeling (Haugen, 2003, pp. 

83-90).         

Based on these arguments, we can easily say that the Basmachi movement did 

not make a significant contribution to the development of Turkestan national 

identity. However, it is still possible to call it a pan-Turkic movement at least 

because its squads consisted of different Turks all over the Turkestan. There was, 

though, another pan-Turkic group whose activity was held parallelly. Unlike 

Basmachi, its proponents tried to spread their ideas from the inside without coming 

into confrontation with Bolsheviks. Their doctrine was called Muslim national 

communism. 

2.3.4 Muslim national communism – the last chance of pan-Turkism 

After the October revolution, Russian Muslim nationalists were divided into 

four groups. Those who supported counterrevolutionists (resp. proponents of 

tsarism), those who were neutral or migrated, those who considered communism as 

a lesser evil (like some jadids) and those who fully joined Bolsheviks. The motives 

of the latter were based on their hope, that Bolsheviks can better fulfil their national 

claims than the White pro-tsarist movement. The belief in the Russian revolution as 

the first stage of Muslims liberation, too, contributed to their decision. Moreover, 

despite the atheistic nature of communism, these leftist nationalists regarded red 

ideology as compatible with the Islamic view of justice and equality (Benningsen & 

Enders Wimbush, 1980, pp. 26-33). It was up to them to create their vision of world 

revolution, which ‘launched the period of so-called Muslim national communism33, 

 
33 This is not to be confused with Islamic socialism. The former was a creation of Muslims themselves 

and had a significant national connotation while latter represented just a set of overlapping features 
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lasted from 1918-1928’ (Sadykova, 2004, p. 71). Apart from traditional Marxism, 

the national aspect played more critical role among its proponents. It was first 

explained by the absence of class antagonism in Muslim societies due to the low 

level of industrial development. For this reason, the class struggle (among Soviet 

Muslims) had to be abolished at least at the beginning of the revolution. The 

domination of national identity over that of class identity is also justified by the 

assumption that socialism itself will not lead to the end of national oppression. For 

national communists, even after the revolution, the proletariat of the imperialist 

nation will continue to oppress colonies as did bourgeoisie. Therefore, the center of 

revolution should be shifted toward suppressed nations (Benningsen & Enders 

Wimbush, 1980, pp. 43-48).    

The most prominent theoretician of Muslim national communism was a Tatar 

Mirsaid Sultan-Galiev (1892-1940) whose activity peaked between 1917-1923. 

Although his ideas had a pan-Turkic nature, he was loyal to the Communist Party. 

Promulgating red ideology among Tatars, Sultan-Galiev made an outstanding 

contribution to the defeat of counterrevolutionists during the Russian Civil War. 

Unlike Lenin, who considered Western proletariat as a core of the revolution, 

Sultan-Galiev focused more on the East. Although the Muslim part of ex Russian 

empire did not have a developed proletariat, its geopolitical importance as a 

springboard of revolution’s spread to the East could facilitate a worldwide 

revolution. Hence, he wanted Soviets to pay more attention to the preparation of 

qualified party cadres for the East with specialists in oriental languages and culture 

in order to fill all the gaps (Guadagnolo, 2013, pp. 75-77). Particular attention was 

attached to special Muslim Red Army squads, headed by native commanders, the 

existence of which was necessary for better resistance to Muslim bourgeoisie in 

Volga-Ural territory and later to Western imperialists in Turkestan (Sultan-Galiev, 

1918, p. 154; Sultan-Galiev, 1919a, p. 221; Sultan-Galiev, 1919b, p. 223).  

Such interest in the East was related to the fact that Western bourgeoisie could 

face all protests of the proletariat by satisfying their needs through the exploitation 

of prosperous colonies. Moreover, its international essence enabled them to transfer 

the center of imperialism to the periphery in the case of revolution’s success (which 

happened in Russia right after October Revolution) and use the discontent in 

 
of Islam and Marxism which was mostly used by Bolsheviks to entice Muslims on their side 

(Shigabdinov, 2007). 
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colonies to suppress the revolt in the core. However, even if European domination 

in the East ends, there will still be a problem with local despotic feudal authorities. 

Thus, only after the total liberation of the East, imperialism will die without any 

external help (Sultan-Galiev, 1919c, pp. 199-203; 216; Sultan-Galiev, 1919a, p 

216).   

Concerning religion, Muslim communists, based on the jadids’ (resp. pan-

Turkic) progressive thinking, rejected religious fanatism. Nonetheless, Islam was 

still an inseparable part of their doctrine, which Marxism could not ignore. On the 

other hand, for Sultan-Galiev and his followers who most likely were atheists, the 

preservation of Islam was necessary only in order to spread communism among true 

Muslims. As a consequence, it has to be saved only as a lifestyle without a 

metaphysical dimension (Benningsen & Enders Wimbush, 1980, pp. 49-50). He 

asked Bolsheviks to be careful with anti-religious propaganda among its proponents. 

Forasmuch as Islam, at least in his opinion, had a more considerable socio-political 

basis than other religious confessions, it required better knowledge of its nature. To 

make atheist propaganda more effective, it does not have to be likened to the anti-

Islamic struggle of Christian missioners. Therefore, Muslims had to be integrated 

into social and politico-administrative life as well as Russians. Sultan-Galiev also 

understood that their situation in different parts of Russia varied (Sultan-Galiev, 

1921, pp. 363-368). For instance, in Central Asia, Kazakh nomads were better 

susceptible to anti-religious propaganda because Islam had less influenced them. On 

the other hand, the promulgation of secular thinking in Turkestan was more 

complicated (Ibid., pp. 372-373).           

Concerning Turkic issue, Sultan-Galiev sought to create the Republic of Turan 

that would cover the territory of Soviet, Chinese (resp. Uighur) Persian and Afghan 

Turks. Forasmuch as he considered pan-Turkism as unacceptable for communist 

thinking, this design primarily proceeded from the disintegration of the Russian 

Empire and Lenin’s idea of national self-determination34. According to him, the 

destruction of feudal relations after the socialist revolution in itself enhanced the 

process of unity of Turks. Furthermore, the existence of a Turkic state had a 

geopolitical meaning because it could serve as a buffer against possible Chinese and 

Indian counterrevolutionary activity in the Turkic world. It could also be a 

 
34 More about it in the last chapter. 
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bridgehead for revolution in the East (Sultan-Galiev, 1929, pp. 611-612; 

Chervonnaja, Giljazov, & Goroshkov, 2003, pp. 195-197). Forasmuch as the 

position of Soviets, it the beginning, was not stable, he did not believe in the success 

of the revolution in case of straightforward confrontation of communists with 

international imperialism (Sultan-Galiev, 1929, p. 633). Thus, the creation of Turan 

Republic was a ‘peculiar form of strategic withdrawal under which this new political 

entity, based on Turkic nationalism, had to covertly resist capitalist reaction in 

Russia if revolution would fail’ (Ibid., p. 631).  

Despite the commitment to the revolution, Muslim national communism was 

considered as a national deviation which was inadmissible for the Communist Party 

based primarily on class struggle. Therefore, Josef Stalin made an all-out effort to 

undercut the impact of indigenous Muslims on the policy-making in their regions 

and toward the center (Benningsen & Ender Wimbush, 1980, p. 59). In 1918, instead 

of separate “Muslim Communist Party”, he established a special Muslim section in 

the already existing Communist Party (Ibid., p. 61). The same approach was applied 

to any attempt to create an independent Muslim army. Thus, at the end of 1918, all 

indigenous military units were under the control of the Red Army (Ibid., p. 66).  

Special measures were also undertaken in Turkestan where Sultan-Galiev’s 

counterpart Kazakh intellectual Turar Ryskulov (1894-1938) wanted to transform 

Turkestan Communist Party into the “Communist Party of Turkic Peoples” with its 

central organ (Kudelja-Odabash'jan, 2001, p. 209). On the conference of local 

communists (Muslims) in January 1920, he offered to “rename TASSR into Turkic 

Soviet Republic” (Ibid., p. 211). Ryskulov also demanded creation of a particular 

‘Muslim Red army and withdrawal of all non-Muslim squads from Turkestan’ 

(Ibid.). According to him, these changes had to increase the popularity of socialism 

among Muslims. Soviet leaders dismissed this idea and proposed the establishment 

of a united Turkestan communist branch instead (Ibid., pp. 212-213). It had to 

become the only regional organization controlled by a Communist Party. In the same 

(1920) year, Ryskulov tried to protect his visions in Moscow before Lenin but he 

was unsuccessful35 (Benningsen & Enders Wimbush, 1980, pp. 63-64). 

Nevertheless, he continued to promote his visions through participation in 

conspiratorial group, so-called “Erk” (resp. Will) party that wanted to set free 

 
35 That was a moment when Lenin started to see in Turkestan pan-Turkism a barrier to consolidation 

of newborn communist state which will be important in fourth chapter. 
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Turkestan from Russia and whenever possible make it the ‘center of future Turan 

state’ (Chervonnaja, Giljazov, & Goroshkov, 2003, p. 147). Its key aim, though, was 

still a creation of socialism but in accordance with Muslim communist doctrine 

(Ibid., pp. 147-148).  

This organization had not enough power to oppose the Bolsheviks. In 1922, 

Stalin also strengthened center’s control over Bukhara where Muslim communism 

due to its focus on Islam prevailed. Communist ranks in this state were purged, 

whereas all loyal to Soviet power jadids were expelled from fundamental authority 

structures (Benningsen & Enders Wimbush, 1980, p. 82). Such strict measures were, 

too, related to Young Bukharians orientation toward Turkey from 192036. 

Furthermore, it is necessary to remember that anti-communist activity of Enver 

Pasha and Basmachi took place in Bukhara (resp. in its eastern part) and was 

supported by some pro-soviet jadids (Bochkareva, 2019, p. 24).  

Finally, in 1923, Sultan-Galiev was blamed for trying to contact the Bashkir 

nationalist Zaki Validov who supported Basmachi in Transoxiana. Nevertheless, it 

became a reason for accusing him of undermining Soviet power for which he was 

removed from the Communist Party and thus became a foe of USSR (Guadagnolo, 

2013, pp. 80-81). Stalin presented the case of Sultan-Galiev as counterrevolutionary. 

At the same time, the whole phenomenon of Muslim national communism was 

called Sultangalievschina37 (resp. Sultan-Galievism) the essence of which was on 

July 1923 criticized even by Tatar party as a menace to social stability (Guadagnolo, 

2013, pp. 85-86). However, since inner conflicts in the Communist Party at that time 

could undermine Stalin’s power, he did not conduct systematical persecution of 

Muslim communist leaders until 1928. Finally, during Stalin’s purge between 1928-

1941 and massive propaganda against Sultangalievschina (including different 

charges of conspiracy), Muslim national communism (with Sultan-Galiev and 

Ryskulov) was suppressed (Benningsen & Ender Wimbush, 1980, pp. 89-92).  

Consequently, Muslim national communism was the last serious doctrine that 

was trying to implement pan-Turkism in the Turkic world. Under the rule of red 

atheistic ideology, Muslim communists sought to save and include the essential 

elements of Islam culture into Marxism. Although its key representatives were 

 
36 Until the national delimitation in 1924, Bukhara and Khiva were not fully integrated into the Soviet 

Union and thereby were free to choose their foreign policy course. 
37 More about it in Kasymov (1931). 
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Tatars, it covered the whole Russian-Soviet Turkic world comprising Turkestan 

which had to play a significant geopolitical role in the spread of socialist revolution. 

However, even such a version of communism could not coexist with Soviet ideology 

that was mostly grounded on class struggle. That was a source of criticism and 

thereby led to its destruction. 

 

Summary 

Drawing on all these facts, neither Basmachi nor jadids (and even Muslim 

national communists) could form a single national identity in Turkestan. On the 

other hand, they compelled Bolsheviks to reckon with a Turkic factor which in turn 

will facilitate the creation of future nation-states. Nevertheless, that will be a theme 

of the last chapter. Regarding pan-Turkism as such, it certainly helped to develop 

first national feelings in the settled part of Central Asia. As it has been already 

written, by the 20th century, Bukhara, Khiva and “Turkestan Governorate-General”, 

did not develop their nationalism like Kazakh nomads. Thus, for prompt creation of 

national solidarity, the help of abstract ideology was necessary. Forasmuch as most 

of Turkestan population were Turks, pan-Turkism was the best alternative that could 

integrate most of them (even Iranian Tajiks) into one Uzbek ethnic group. Starting 

from jadids in the tsarist period and ending with Muslim national communism in 

Soviet age, pan-Turkism well adapted to different historical conditions. For 

Bolsheviks, however, Turkic and Muslim pan movements, in any modified version, 

were a severe impediment to their power. Hence, they were all rejected. At any rate, 

there is one more important Central Asian (Kazakh) nationalism we have to analyze. 

Apart from Turkestan, it was not based on ideology of pan movement but had its 

own theoretical justification and unchanged form reflected in the national movement 

which became known as Alash Orda.   
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3. Alash Orda in the formation of Kazakh nation-state 

Now it is time to look at what was happening in the steppes of Central Asia. 

If Turkestan national feeling was awakened by pan-Turkism adherents (mostly by 

jadids), Kazakh nationalism was to a considerable extent product of local 

intellectuals who cooperated in the framework of Alash38 Orda. Since this 

movement was not so heterogenous as pan-Turkism, this chapter will be shorter than 

the previous two. It will be divided into three main parts. First of all, as well as in 

the second chapter, it is necessary to analyze an ethnic differentiation in the Central 

Asian steppe briefly. Then, we will focus on the problems of Kazakh nationalism at 

the beginning of the 20th century. Alash activity during Bolshevik era will be 

discussed last. 

 

3.1 Ethnic diversity in the steppe – Kazakh, Kirghiz or Sart? 

Although the nomadic population of Central Asia could be considered as more 

homogeneous than Turkestan ethnic groups, there were some problems with ethnic 

classification among Kazakhs too. These problems do not relate to division into 

Hordes or tribalism because it did not create any significant problem for Russian 

administration in the steppe. The point is that the Russians did not call Kazakhs by 

their name but used the word Kirghiz-Kaisak in order to distinguish between them 

and Siberian Cossacks. Those Russian ethnographers who analyzed Kazakh lifestyle 

were aware of this but did not try to change such designation. An addition Kaisak 

was quietly dropped, and Kazakhs were called (just) Kirgiz till the end of tsarism. 

Even the first generation of Kazakh intellectuals like Valikhanov or Altynsarin used 

word Kirghiz in their works39. The situation became even more complicated when 

the Russian Empire integrated real (Tian Shan) Kirghiz in the second half of the 

19th century. There was no substantial cultural difference between them and other 

Kirgiz (resp. Kazakhs) but some distinctions were nonetheless found. Thus, 

Kazakhs were called Kirghiz-Kaisaks while Kirghiz were called Kara-Kirghiz40. 

The main difference might be found in the level of settled lifestyle, which was higher 

among Kara-Kirghiz. However, both were primarily nomads what made most of the 

 
38 Alash is the ‘name of Kazakh mythological ancestor’ (Antonov, 2017). 
39 In the previous two chapters, we did not call Kazakhs Kirghiz in order to prevent an etymological 

confusion. Till the end of this thesis, we will use the word Kazakh and Kirgiz without any change. 
40 The significant contribution into analysis of Kara-Kirgiz was made by Chokan Valikhanov as early 

as the 1850s. Nevertheless, he did not oppose them to Kazakhs. 
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scientists think about Kara-Kirghiz as a part of Kirgiz-Kaisak (sometimes they were 

even considered as a fourth Horde). Some scholars regarded them as a different 

ethnic group (Abashin et al., 2008, pp. 262-264). Only during national delimitation 

in 1920s, the Kirgiz were again called Kazakhs41 while Kara-Kirgiz were called 

Kirgiz.     

As we have already mentioned in the first part of the first chapter, there was 

also a difference inside Kirgiz (resp. Kara-Kirgiz) tribes themselves which is 

reflected in the division on north and south wing. The former was integrated into 

Zhetysu (Kazakh Great Horde) oblasts while later became a part of Fergana. In 

comparison with Kazakhs, Kirgiz were less influenced by Islam. However, its 

southern territories, because of closeness with Kokand Khanate, were more suitable 

for the spread of Islam. On the other hand, as well as Kazakhs, their Islam was, to 

an extent, synthesized with traditional pagan nomadic and Iranian cults. The 

differences can also be seen in the lifestyle. Since Fergana is more appropriate for 

agriculture, south Kirgiz were more sedentary than their north counterpart 

(Abramzon, 1990, 82-122; 284-355). This distinction, though, will not play a 

significant role in the creation of autonomous Kirgiz state within the USSR in the 

1920s.  

The primary issue was in the Kazakh Great Horde (resp. Sir Darya oblasts) 

where right after the creation of “Turkestan Governorate-General” in the 1860s, 

tsarist administration wanted to distinguish between nomadic (Kirghiz or Kazakh) 

and settled (Sart) population. Proceeding from difference between them, Kirghiz 

were automatically considered as non-Islamic culture whereas Sarts as Muslims. 

Nevertheless, due to extended stay under the reign of conservative Muslim Kokand 

Khanate, Sir Darya nomads were more influenced by Islam than Kazakhs of the 

Small and Middle Horde. The same could be said about settled lifestyle because 

some Kazakhs of the Great Horde have already engaged in farming wherein Russian 

land policy (described in the first chapter) accelerated the process of sedentary 

lifestyle’s development among them (Abashin, 2007 pp. 106-107). Hence, in most 

of southern parts of future Kazakh territory, it became impossible to distinguish 

Kazakhs from Sarts who will be soon integrated into the new Uzbek ethnic group. 

Even such thing as Sarts’ Arian look could not become a distinctive feature because, 

 
41 More about it in the last chapter. 
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as it was said in the previous chapter, anthropological signs had not been recognized 

as a legitimate cultural characteristic. Therefore, this uncertainty will become a 

significant reason for the conflict between Uzbeks and Kazakhs during national 

delimitation, of which we will talk in the final chapter.   

 

3.2 Kazakh nationalism – a stone over which pan-Turkism 

tripped 

The dichotomy between nomadic and sedentary Central Asia has already 

created an obstacle to the development of single national identity in the region. 

Furthermore, prolonged nomads’ subordination to the Russian Empire also 

contributed to the formation of a particular collective consciousness, which was 

impossible to bend to artificial pan-Turkic ideology. Living side by side with a 

significant number of migrant Europeans (mostly Slavs) who actively exploited an 

indigenous land, disparate Kazakh tribes gradually started to feel something in 

common, something that Turkestan communities could not feel during this time. 

Even the leaders of the already mentioned “Turkestan Autonomy”, like Mustafa 

Chokay and Mukhamedzhan Tynyshpaev (1879-1938), were of Kazakh origin. 

Thus, in Kazakh environment, independent steppe nationalism prevailed over the 

idea of pan-Turkism.  

By the 20th century, the role of pan-Turkism in the steppe was, though, quite 

significant. Although many traditional attributes of nomadic culture were saved, 

Islam during the whole 19th century became an inseparable part of steppe identity. 

That opened an opportunity to propagate the idea of Muslim (along with Turkic) 

unity by Tatar mullahs from the north and by clergy of Transoxiana from the south. 

Besides, written Kazakh language was still based on old Arabic graphic, the 

structure of which could not cover all Kazakh sounds (resp. letters). That made 

nomadic language depended on Chagatai (resp. Turkestan) and Volga (resp. Tatar) 

vernaculars which in turn borrowed many words from Arab and Persian languages. 

The whole process of national unification was also complicated by the existence of 

three different Kazakh dialects ‒ west in the Small Horde, north-east in the Middle 

Horde and south in the Great Horde. Abai Kunanbaiev and Ibyrai Altynsarin created 

a standardized language based on north-eastern dialect. However, it could not spread 

in masses because the level of literacy among nomads was still low (see more in 

Amanzholov, 1959, pp. 169-232). Different geographical and historical conditions, 
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too, played an important role in the process of nation-building. Forasmuch as Great 

Horde had been under the sphere of Turkestan influence for a long time, Islam was 

more rooted there. That was the reason why conservative Kazakh Islamic reaction 

(particularly Zar Zaman representatives) thrived there. On the other hand, desolate 

Small Horde, as it has been already said in the first chapter, could, unfortunately, 

have mostly a geostrategic meaning. Only Middle Horde, that was more suitable for 

agriculture and susceptible to Russian impact, could become a territorial base for 

developing an economy and infrastructure, which, in turn, facilitated the creation of 

secular elite. Thus, most of the first and the second generation42 of Kazakh national 

intellectuals came from the Middle Horde (primarily from the noble tribe Argyn). 

Those are precisely the people who represented a backbone of first full-fledged 

Kazakh national movement while their local vernacular became a basis for Kazakh 

national language. 

The rise of Kazakh nationalism began after the first Russian revolution in 

1905. At that time the indigenous population started to endeavor to reach an equality 

with the Russian settlers. Especially it applied to land use that was organized in favor 

of Russian peasants. All socially active segments of the steppe were divided on the 

adherents of pan-Turkism (oriented toward Tatar parties or Turkestan jadids) and 

westerners or national democrats (focused on Russian liberal parties). The former 

were at that time more powerful, which could be seen in first and second Russian 

Duma43 where all Kazakhs belonged to Muslim fraction (Bukejhan, 1910, pp. 309-

311). Democrat wing was less popular because its social basis mostly consisted of 

intellectuals who were educated at Russian universities, high schools and colleges. 

It was strictly against the unity of all Turks and tried to get free from cultural reliance 

on the sedentary part of Central Asia.  

On the other hand, there was not a political struggle like the one between 

jadids and ulemists in Turkestan because both (adherents of pan-Turkism and 

national democrats) indeed shared common national interests which finally forced 

them to cooperate (Kaziev, 2015, pp. 77-79). That was probably the reason why the 

heads of “Turkestan Autonomy” Chokay and Tynyshpaev were also members of 

future Kazakh national movement (Mamaj, 2018). In contrast with the first 

 
42 The first generation was active during the second half of the 19th century while the second 

generation was active during the first half of the 20th century. 
43 First Duma existed in 1906 whereas second Duma in 1907 
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generation of Kazakh intellectuals, national democrats were more skeptical of 

tsarism (Haugen, 2003, p. 71). Nevertheless, they were still loyal to the imperial 

regime the nature of which, according to them, had to be reformed in favor of 

parliamentarianism and constitutional monarchy (Kaziev, 2015, pp. 78).  

Pan-Turkism was represented by Ay Qap journal (published during 1911-

1915) in Troitsk (the city in nowadays Chelyabinsk oblast) supported by local Tatar 

bourgeoisie whereas Kazakh nationalism by Qazaq newspaper (published during 

1913-1918) in Orenburg. Both promulgated the unity of Kazakhs along with the 

rejection of tribalism and division into Hordes. However, if Ay Qap’s unity was 

based on the Muslim religion and full transition to settle lifestyle, Qazaq required 

ethnopolitical consolidation through secular education while preserving some key 

elements of traditional nomadic culture. The adherences of Kazakh pan-Turkism 

have not just wanted to become a part of the united Turkic world but aspired to 

dominant position there. Thus, Ay Qap considered Kazakh as the only pure Turkic 

language. On the other hand, drawing primarily on Abai’s literature legacy, Qazaq 

focused on the necessity of developing national language, culture and history and 

the implementation of national democratic institutions. Such political program was 

not welcomed among progressive Tatars forasmuch as it could have undermined the 

idea of Turks’ unity. In order to enhance national uniqueness, steppe nationalists 

propelled the word Kazakh (at that time, it was spelled Qazaq) as an accurate 

historical name of Central Asian nomads, thereby abolishing the word Kirghiz as 

imposed by tsarism. It also resisted russification and permanent Russian 

resettlement policy. By the First World War, Qazaq newspaper broke free from any 

Tatar pan-Turkic impact and became more influential than Ay Qap in the whole 

steppe. Its authors, among which were such intellectuals like Alikhan Bukeikhanov 

(1866-1937), Akhmet Baitursynov (1873-1937), Zhonsha Dosmukhametov (1886-

1932) and Mirzhakip Dulatov (1885-1935), became the leading representatives of 

Alash Orda (Kaziev, 2015, pp. 80-81; Asfendiarov, 1936, pp. 53-72; see also 

Tileshov & Qamzabekuly, 2014, pp. 5-10). Nonetheless, pan-Turkic factor was still 

considerable, particularly in Kazakh Great Horde. However, despite any 

confrontation, both sources (Ay Qap and Qazaq) made a significant contribution to 

development of Kazakh national consciousness.  

Under the threat of assimilation by foreign European element, Kazakh 

intellectuals wanted to protect their people with the slogan Oian Qazaq (resp. Rise 
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Kazakh – first published in 1909) (Abzhanov, 2012, pp. 159). Such national call 

aroused a suspicion in Russian administration that started to follow carefully the 

content of the national newspaper. Although Qazaq skeptically treated tsarist policy, 

its members tried not to confront it directly so as not to provoke repressive measures 

toward them. They just spread news, cultural works and reasoning about Kazakh 

needs (Amanzholova, 2012, pp. 17). They also sponsored education of talented 

youth in European countries (Ibid., pp. 20-21).  

Nevertheless, their activity was not without conflicts with the Russian 

authorities. Newspaper has been several times fined for an inappropriate statement. 

When there was no money, one of its prominent author Baitursynov allowed to 

imprison himself until penalty is paid (Sátbaeva, 1989, pp. 5). Very active role 

Qazaq authors played during the uprising of 191644, which became an event that 

strengthened national sentiments among Kazakh masses. Indigenous frustration was 

provoked by an incoherent organization of natives’ recruitment during the First 

World War when concrete local conditions were not taken into consideration (Ibid., 

pp. 26). Recognizing the Russian Empire as their home and being afraid of tsarist 

policy’s tightening, Qazaq intellectuals called ordinary people for submission and 

fight for common motherland (Amanzholova, 2009. pp. 114-115). According to 

them, active participation in the war as soldiers could help to consolidate the right 

to land in favor of Kazakhs. Since nomads were good horse riders, the organization 

of special cavalry units could facilitate this process (Amanzholova, 2012, pp. 27). 

Finally, after the February revolution, westerners became full-fledged 

representatives of Kazakh national interests. The overthrow of tsarism was 

welcomed, and thereby Alash expressed their loyalty to the Russian provisional 

government (Ibid., pp. 36).  

During the “first all-Kazakh congress 21-28.7.1917 in Orenburg”, Alash 

finally established its political party (see more in Postanovlenie vsekirgizskogo 

s"ezda v Orenburge 21-28 ijulja 1917 goda, 1992). It is necessary to mention that 

this event was preferred by national democrats more than, held at the same time, all-

Russian Muslim forum which demonstrates again the commitment to steppe 

national ideas in place of Muslim (or Turkic) solidarity. But the more important step 

was taken during “the second all-Kazakh congress 5-13.12.1917 in Orenburg” when 

 
44 See more about this event in Ryskulov (1927) and Asfendiarov (1936). 
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nationalists decided to set up a Kazakh political autonomy that included not only the 

territory of “Steppe Governor-Generalship” but all oblasts where Kazakhs 

dominated, notably Zhetysu, Sir Darya, part of the Transcaspian oblast, Kazakh 

territory in Altai and Bukey Horde. In this regard, it is noteworthy that nowadays 

Kirghiz territory (its south wing in Ferghana and north in Zhetysu) was also 

considered as a part of this new political entity. New political entity had to be called 

“Alash Autonomy”45 with a capital in Semipalatinsk. Kazakh ethnic group was 

titular but all non-Kazakhs had a minority status with a right to be represented in 

national legislative organ (see more in Zasedanie obshhekirgizskogo s"ezda v 

Orenburge 5-13 dekabrja 1917 goda, 1992).  

 

As a result, Kazakh nationalism became a phenomenon that prevented the 

spread of pan-Turkism among Central Asian nomads. Despite the significant 

influence of Tatar and Turkestan Muslim clergy at the beginning of the 20th century, 

original national sentiments due to pro-Russian indigenous secular intellectuals 

were more powerful. Forasmuch as most of the national elite were of Middle Horde 

origin, they became a backbone of future nationalist movement the progressive 

thinking of which was spread through Qazaq newspaper. After the February 

revolution, this movement was transformed into the party that decided to establish 

political autonomy on the territory where nomads dominated.  

 

3.3 Alash Orda – the savior of Kazakh nation 

If Alash considered February revolution as a chance for Kazakh liberation 

from tsarism, October revolution was not taken seriously because nomads did not 

have developed capitalist relations like European countries (Tajny i sud'by velikih 

kazahov, 2017). However, Bolsheviks’ enforcement of the right of nations to self-

determination have attracted Alash representatives. This enforcement was based on 

the assumption that their supreme power would be recognized. Kazakh nationalists, 

though, insisted on proportional national representation in the highest power 

institutions which was unacceptable to Bolsheviks and consequently led to conflict 

between both sides (Amanzholova, 2012, pp. 58).  

 
45 See map 23 
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The situation was also complicated in Alash movement itself because the so-

called maloordynci (Alash representatives of Small Horde and Sir Darya oblast) 

headed by Z. Dosmukhametov increasingly called for an alliance with “Turkestan 

Autonomy” along with subsequent relocation of the capital to Tashkent. On the 

other hand, the first leader of Alash A. Bukeikhanov (Chingissid by origin), wanted 

to have a deal with “Siberian Provisional Government” forasmuch as an alliance 

with them more corresponded to Alash progressive principles than an orientation 

toward Muslims of Transoxiana. Therefore, Semipalatinsk that was situated in the 

north-eastern part of Middle Horde (right next to Siberia) as a capital was 

geopolitically better. Nonetheless, even the White army was not a perfect alternative 

because its endeavor to recreate a unique and indivisible Russia undermined a 

realization of “Alash Autonomy”. However, since Alash Orda did not exercise 

adequate control over its territory, its members were not in a position where they 

could assert their independence. Hence, they had to pick a side. Because Soviets 

were a dark horse in the Russian Civil War, Kazakh intellectuals decided to choose 

the (counterrevolutionary) side they knew better (Amanzholova, 2009, pp. 190-192; 

Antonov, 2017). With respect to “Turkestan Autonomy”, Bukeikhanov thought that 

the lack of political experience and literate population on both (Alash and Turkestan) 

sides would make any attempts on political unification useless (Abzhanov, 2012, 

pp. 164).  

Lately, in 1918, Dosmukhametov created its own (Western) branch of Alash 

Orda in the Ural oblast (Antonov, 2017). However, despite such division, there were 

not any noteworthy conflicts between both branches. In fact, Alash Orda could not 

control the territory it claimed. The absence of modern communication and transport 

system in the vast steppe, as well as problems with abovementioned cultural 

distinctions and the chaos of Civil War, limited its power. Furthermore, Great Horde 

stayed under the control of Transoxiana even after the defeat of “Turkestan 

Autonomy” at the beginning of 1918. It is also striking that some Kazakhs were 

fighting on the Bolshevik side against Alash wherein their choice was not primarily 

associated with their social position but with a clan or tribal affiliation. The good 

example was a leftist Ush Zhuz (Three Hordes) party that was established in Autumn 

1917 and ruled by Kolbai Togusov (1879-1919). It was mostly consisted of Middle 

Horde secondary clans for which the October revolution opened an opportunity to 

destroy an existing traditional hierarchy. By the time, Soviets stopped to support this 
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organization, but tribal hostility continued to be an inseparable part of the steppe 

reality. In this chaos, Alash Orda represented the only movement that tried to 

consolidate the nomadic population (Sushko, 2008, pp. 329-334). In order to achieve 

this goal and not to repeat the tragic fate of “Turkestan Autonomy”, it was necessary 

to cooperate with those who win in the Civil War. Thus, when defeat of tsarist forces 

was apparent (in 1919), Alash representatives decided to support Bolsheviks who in 

turn forgave them their collaboration with the White army. Western branch of Alash 

finally joined Bolsheviks in the second quarter of 1920. Its eastern counterpart was 

subjected to similar treatment at the end of the same year. Finally, 5.3.1920 Alash 

Orda was disbanded (Antonov, 2017).  

Despite some skepticism of Bolsheviks toward Kazakh intellectuals, they 

were integrated into communist power structure as Kazakh representatives in 

supranational and local institutions. Since Bolsheviks did not have enough literate 

cadres among their proponents, they had to cooperate with local nationalists in 

purpose to modernize Kazakh traditional society at least on the first stage of Soviet 

state-building (Tugaj, 2012, pp. 305). Already under the Bolsheviks’ reign, Alash 

intellectuals tried to create new Kazakh political autonomy that would encompass 

all abovementioned territories (Amanzholova, 2004, p. 130). However, at the 

beginning of the 1920s, it was impossible as Turkestan Kazakh oblasts were still in 

the chaos of Civil War and thereby could not be controlled (Ibid., p. 132). The 

significant problem was also a relocation of the capital to Orenburg which had been 

actively criticized by the most prominent Alash members, primarily by Akhmet 

Baitursynov. Since this city was on an outpost of the tsarism, he considered it as a 

foreign element in the forming Kazakh nation-state that could weaken nomads’ 

position in the administrative system. Furthermore, it would be impossible to control 

Great Horde oblasts from there when they finally join Kazakh political autonomy. 

On the other hand, the Soviet center found it advantageous to have Orenburg as 

capital because its closeness to Russian core reduced the impact of bourgeoise 

national elite on ordinary nomads. It was also the only administrative center in the 

steppe that could serve the role of capital (Ibid., pp. 118-119; 133). Finally, “Kirghiz 

(resp. Kazakh) Autonomous Soviet Socialistic Republic” (KASSR)46 as a part of 

“Russian Soviet Federative Socialistic Republic” (RSFSR) with capital in Orenburg 

was established in August 1920. It included the territory of “Steppe Governor-

 
46 See map 24 
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Generalship”, Turgai, Uralsk oblasts, the part of Astrakhan (resp. Bukey Horde) and 

Orenburg gubernia (Antonov, 2017).  

However, even being united within Soviet state (without Great Horde), inner 

strives between Kazakhs continued forasmuch as native communists did not want 

to accept Alash bourgeoise nationalists who fought against Bolsheviks during the 

Civil War. The struggle between them, too, had a tribal nature47 and took place on 

domestic as well as supranational (resp. Soviet) levels of power. By the time, 

however, both sides found a new enemy in the face of Russian communists on their 

territory which enhanced shared national consciousness among them. Alash 

members used their position to spread national sentiments among young Kazakh 

generation simultaneously promoting its talented representatives in the highest level 

of state’s administration. It was especially related to new capital Orenburg that 

Alash along with indigenous communists wanted to assimilate so that Russians 

could not have a significant impact on their political autonomy from inside. Even 

one of the most loyal and authoritative communists Alibi Dzhangildin (1884-1953) 

could sometimes put national sentiments above class sentiments (Sushko, 2008, pp. 

334-336). In general, there were four main cleavages in the first years of KASSR 

existence ‒ Alash against Bolsheviks, indigenous against foreigners, new national 

communist elite against traditional elite and lastly, individual conflicts based on 

careerism or personal resentment. Suppression of the traditional tribal power 

structures among Kazakh nomads was a very complicated task. Thus, some of these 

structures were selectively integrated into new Soviet bureaucratic That created a 

new hierarchy in the Kazakh society where the proponents of a traditional lifestyle 

started to play a secondary role (Amanzholova, 2015, pp. 789-790). Consequently, 

by the end of the 1920s, the creation of a new pro-Soviet generation whose nature, 

to some extent, was influenced by Alash thinking, helped to consolidate different 

Kazakh tribes.  

Concerning formation of Kazakh national identity, the works of two men from 

the Argyn tribe are important–Akhmet Baitursynov and Mirzhakip Dulatov. The 

former was the first who created a professional manual of Kazakh language teaching 

method and philology. Thus, processed ‘Kazakh ABC, syntaxis, phonetics, 

language’s etymology, the theory of literature and the history of culture’ was created 

 
47 Some of Kazakh communists were from the Ush Zhuz party. 
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by him while his enormous prestige even among such communists like Lenin or 

already mentioned Dzhangildin allowed to spread his works in nascent Kazakh 

nation (Tajny i sud'by velikih kazahov, 2017). Baitursynov actively participated in 

the development of indigenous education system in the first half of the 1920s which 

included the creation of all-national curriculum for all types of school (both for 

Russian and Kazakhs), the list of manuals for reedition and systematization of 

different nomadic folklore’s works (Tugaj, 2012, pp. 304). He also promulgated 

peaceful coexistence with those Russians who had been already living in KASSR 

(Ibid., pp. 306). His works often proceeded from traditional oral Kazakh art along 

with papers of first generation of Kazakh intellectuals (Sátbaeva, 1989, pp. 11). Just 

like Abai, Baitursynov translated the works of Russian classics (primarily I. Krylov 

and A. Pushkin) into Kazakh language (Ibid., pp. 17-18). Nevertheless, his main 

achievement was a reform of the old Arab alphabet in 1912. Baitursynov added 

several special signs and excluded some pure Arab letters which finally harmonized 

spoken and written Kazakh language, thereby alleviating its use among masses. This 

modified version is ‘still used by Kazakhs from China, Afghanistan and Iran’ 

(Dauletbaeva, 2017). It was the first official Kazakh national writing.  

Mirzhakip Dulatov, in the context of our thesis, is famous for his contribution 

to Kazakh historiography. He was most likely the first Kazakh who wrote a full-

fledged “History of Kazakhs” (Tugaj, 2012, pp. 304). Moreover, he interpreted it in 

favor of Kazakhs. Forasmuch as Alash Orda had a claim to a vast space in Central 

Asian, it was necessary to provide such ambitions with theoretical justification 

which was made by Dulatov. In one of his articles, he tried to prove that Kazakhs as 

a people (resp. something close to people – most likely ethnic group) were not 

formed in the 15th century as widely assumed. Referring to Russian historian 

Levshin and Persian poet Ferdowsi, Dulatov represented Kazakhs as an ancient 

Turkic ethnic group that is at least thousand years old wherein Genghis Khan period 

did not have any crucial impact on their social organization. He also attempted to 

trace the reason why Kazakhs were called Kirghiz subsequently rejecting this word 

as an incorrect name. In this regard, he recognized both of them as Turkic ethnic 

groups but distinguished one from another (more in Dýlatov a, n.d. pp. 308-319).   

As it has been already said, Bolsheviks needed bourgeoise intellectuals in the 

first years of Soviet state-building. During the whole second decade of the 20th 

century, Kazakh nationalists tried to make maximum what they could in order to 
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realize their nation-building plans. However, when all power structures in the USSR 

were consolidated, and the new communist elite was prepared, Alash leaders were 

no longer needed. Moreover, they represented a potential threat to this emerging 

authority. Consequently, most of them were blamed for counterrevolutionary 

activity or Soviet power undermining. Finally, as well as Muslim communists and 

other pan-Turkism proponents, the most of the second generation of Kazakh national 

elite (including its communist wing) was destroyed during the purge in the 1930s 

(more in Kenzhebaeva, 2011; Tajny i sud'by velikih kazahov, 2017).        

 

Based on the preceding, after the October revolution, Alash Orda forced to 

choose between proponents of tsarism and Bolsheviks. Since Kazakh nationalists 

were not powerful enough to act independently, they were compelled to support the 

side which enabled them to establish Kazakh political autonomy (resp. KASSR). 

Furthermore, the ongoing tribal hostility the nature of which was reflected even in 

Alash movement itself (primarily in their division on Western and Eastern branch) 

required something that could unite Kazakhs as a one nation. Thus, when 

communists were gaining the upper hand, Alash members were left with no option 

but to submit to winners. Under the reign of Soviets, a Kazakh statehood was finally 

set up while national sentiments between different political groups tightened. Even 

in a communist environment, such Kazakh intellectuals like Akhmet Baitursynov 

and Mirzhakip Dulatov continued to realize their national plans (primarily) on the 

cultural level. However, when the Soviet Union became more powerful, their 

activity was limited and subsequently most of the steppe nationalists were 

liquidated.  

 

Summary 

In the wake of Alash efforts, Central Asian nomads finally started to be 

considered as one nation. If Genghis Khan prepared the ground for creation of single 

nomadic Chingissid tradition, the Russian colonization planted first seeds of 

nationalism on it and the Alash intellectuals became those who harvested the first 

fruits of this prepared nationalism providing it with an original Kazakh shape and 

cleaning it from those redundant pan-Turkic elements. Although not all Kazakh 

territories joined Autonomy right after its creation, it will take just five years for 
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Alash members to finish this process. Nevertheless, the exterritoriality of Kazakh 

nationalism hand in hand with rejection of the unity of all Turks not only weaken 

pan-Turkism but also facilitated the split in Turkestan which subsequently 

strengthened other nationalisms there. In order to satisfy the right of every new 

nation to self-determination, Bolsheviks had to create five different nation-states in 

Central Asia. Now, let us finally analyze how the borders of these new political 

entities were created and what was the Bolshevik role in this process. 
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4. The creation of Soviet Central Asia 
Although Bolsheviks considered class as the main socio-political subject of 

their ideology, nationalities policy, too, played a significant role for them. After the 

October revolution, different national sentiments the basis of which was formed 

during tsarism could not be ignored anymore. The situation in Central Asia was 

particularly difficult because traditional pre-modern relations still dominated among 

masses while jadids’ and Alash progressive thinking had not been spread 

sufficiently. In such conditions, the creation of nation-states in 1924-1925 was a 

prerogative of local elites whose energy and willpower made a major contribution 

to Soviet nation-building. This chapter will consist of three parts. In the first one, 

we will briefly analyze the last two important ethnic groups, namely Turkmens and 

Karakalpaks. In the second part, the Soviet nationalities policy will be discussed. 

Finally, third part will focus on national delimitation and the impact of steppe and 

Turkestan nationalisms on this process. 

 

4.1 Those who were forgotten – Turkmens and Karakalpaks 

As has been already said, in contrast to Kazakhs and Uzbeks, Turkmens were 

almost isolated from the rest of Central Asian political and cultural space. However, 

it is still necessary to comment on them so that we have a better picture of what 

happened during the region’s delimitation. In comparison with other ethnic groups, 

Turkmens were less problematic (Haugen, 2003, p. 42). Despite the absence of full-

fledged political entity, Turkmen tribes had a collective name that originated from 

the myth about a shared genealogy. Besides, their vernacular was based on a 

different southwestern (resp. Oghuz) Turkic dialect (Ibid., pp. 44-45). Since the 

territory they occupy (primarily Transcaspian oblast, part of Bukhara and Khiva) 

mostly consists of deserts, their socio-economic lifestyle resembled Kazakh and 

Kirgiz (quasi)nomads. Therefore, despite Transcaspian oblast, from the end of the 

19th century, had been fully integrated into “Turkestan Governorate-General”, 

Turkmen tribes did not come under the sphere of settled jadids’ (resp pan-Turkic) 

influence.  

On the other hand, they also could not become a part of forming Kazakh 

(Kirghiz) national identity due to absence of two hundred years of Russian colonial 

experience within which foreign European elements became a part of indigenous 

everyday life, modernization was partially undertaken, and two generations of 
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steppe intellectuals were raised. Furthermore, Alash movement, despite its claim on 

the part of Transcaspian territory, did not want to represent Turkmens. Hence, 

Turkmens did not have an opportunity to build any wider community. Nevertheless, 

for that very reason, they were regarded by Bolsheviks as a different identity that 

along with Kazakhs and Uzbeks had all rights to become a separate nation. When 

Soviets came to power, Turkmen national movement was formed, but just like 

“Turkestan Autonomy”, its efforts to create an independent nation-state were 

suppressed. Only in the context of Soviet nationalities policy, the idea of the unity 

of all Turkmens became relevant again (Ibid., pp. 21; 72-73). In 1920, “Autonomous 

Soviet Republic of Turkmenistan”, as a part of RSFSR, was created on the territory 

of Transcaspian oblast (Roy, 2005, p. 59).    

Regarding Karakalpaks, they settled in the border area between Khiva and 

TASSR, by the Amu Daria river. As well as other ethnic groups, it was allowed to 

create its political autonomy that became a part of KASSR, which in turn was 

incorporated into RSFSR (Ubiria, 2016, pp. 113-114). However, there was no 

distinction (except slightly different Turkic dialect) between them and their Kazakh 

and Uzbek neighbors which makes Karakalpak national identity wholly artificial 

(Haugen, 2003, p. 173). For Olivier Roy, their dialect belongs to Kazakh language 

and thereby Karakalpaks had to be assimilated with Kazakhs (Roy, 2005, p. 71). At 

any rate, the problem of Karakalpak (as well as Kirgiz and Tajik) as a separate nation 

will be relevant only during region’s delimitation that will be analyzed in the third 

part of this chapter. Now, let us describe the principles of Soviet nationalities policy.  

 

4.2 The empire of nations 

In contrast with the tsarist period when ethnic issue in Central Asia (especially 

in settled Turkestan) was ignored by Russian colonial administration in favor of 

economic and social exploitation the region, Soviet regime made every effort to fill 

this gap. Back in the pre-revolutionary era, Lenin paid significant attention to 

nationalities policy in Russia. In his theoretical work The right of nations to self-

determination (written in 1914) he criticized the so-called Great Russian (resp. 

core’s) chauvinism toward Russian periphery wherein the oppression of indigenous 

population in Russian Empire was even worse than in other European colonial 

powers. From this perspective, bourgeois nationalism on the periphery was 

perceived as a reaction on tsarist colonialism. According to him, right of a nation to 
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self-determination has principally negative essence which effectively means only an 

opportunity for territorial secession from another political entity and subsequent 

creation of own state (Lenin, 1914, pp. 66-71). The negation of this right facilitates 

strengthening of dominant nation’s position while overemphasis on problems of a 

particular nation leads to mistrust of others, thereby ‘undermining international class 

solidarity’ (Ibid., p. 82).  

Although Lenin’s thinking moved the problem of national identities in Russia 

from its standstill, it was Stalin’s vision (described in 1913) that became a 

framework of Soviet nationalities strategy. For him, the idea of “national autonomy” 

was inappropriate forasmuch as it creates national barriers between people, 

contributes to exterritorial conflicts and discrimination of national minorities and 

finally destroys the unity of working class. The solution was his conception of 

“oblast autonomy” where the focus is shifted from concrete ethnicity to the 

territorial unit with a specific population. Such organization of Soviet federal system 

had to unite different nationalities on the ground of internationalism, ‘enable to use 

natural resources and develop production forces’ in the best way and provide with 

true national equality (Stalin, 1913, pp. 42-44). Here, we can see a continuity with 

tsarist colonial administration in compliance with which the empire was divided into 

specific macro-regions (resp. governorate-generals). However, if some regions like 

Central Asia had a socio-economic meaning primarily, in Bolshevik age, 

ethnonational questions played a significant role in all Soviet territorial units (later 

nation-states). Finally, in 1918, this organizing principle was accepted by 

“Bolsheviks Constitutional Commission” (Hirsch, 2005, p. 67). 

The key aspect that distinguished Stalin’s thinking from Lenin was his 

positive view of the right to self-determination. Back in 1920, Lenin’s neutrality or 

so-called theory of “The Battle of Two Cultures”, under which all cultures should 

be allowed to develop their way without any intervention of Communist Party, 

dominated in Soviet nationalities discourse. Eventually, only the most important and 

powerful of them will survive. In this case, the Russian culture, because of its 

tremendous role in the imperial period, had all chances to become a winner (Martin, 

2001, p. 16). That was strictly criticized by Stalin who believed in the impossibility 

of revolution’s victory without mutual support of the Russian periphery, rich with 

natural resources, and developed well-organized Russian core. If former secedes, it 

will not get freedom but submit to Western imperialists while the latter will be 
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destabilized. Thus, it is necessary to strengthen the alliance of both by opposing old 

colonial relations between center and periphery. For that reason, Russian core has 

to help to develop national identity (establishing national schools, theatres, etc.) and 

cultural level of the periphery wherein all local Soviet social and administrative 

organs have to include indigenous cadres who know the conditions of life on the 

periphery (Stalin, 1920). On the other hand, national self-determination does not 

have to be confused with radical nationalism (resp. when national sentiments 

overwhelm proletarian) or with the rise of traditional pre-modern lifestyle (Stalin, 

1921, p. 72).  

In 1923, this vision was accepted while “The Battle of Two Cultures” was 

blamed for being just a front for Great Russian chauvinism that, like a bourgeoise 

nationalism, leads only to formal national equality. Stalin wanted to save all non-

Russian cultures wherein even natural assimilation was inappropriate for him. Thus, 

it was necessary to implement the strategy of affirmative action toward Russian 

national minorities whose identities had to receive more attention than Russians. In 

this case, the Soviet Union had to become not a federation of nations but 

multinational state of republics. Terry Martin characterized such an approach as 

“Affirmative Action Empire” (Martin, 2001, p. 15-17). Unlike during the tsarist 

period, when Russian peasants were sent to empire’s periphery to satisfy their 

hunger, Soviet regime coordinated the needs of the certain part of its territory with 

the rest of the state and consequently with the whole proletariat (Hirsch, 2005, p. 

90). Both (Lenin and Stalin) recognized nations as a product of modern capitalist 

society, the existence of which, on the way to socialism, cannot be ignored. Hence, 

nations’ claim on self-determination was justified.  

This strategy was relevant in 1920s. Recognition of nationality also facilitates 

the development of good supranational relations between different ethnic groups 

that will help the Communist Party gain the support of non-Russian workers 

(Martin, 2001, p. 8). Nationality, though, was nothing more than a form while the 

content was socialistic. The development of national languages, traditions and 

customs served as a tool for proletarian society’s creation. Yuri Slezkine compared 

this strategy with Ilminskiy’s policy in the 19th century. However, if he used mother 

language for the spread of Christianity, Stalin considered it as a conduit for socialism 

(Slezkine, 1994, p. 418).  
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Thus, Bolsheviks highlighted only those elements of nationality that 

corresponded to their ideological doctrine. For traditional non-socialistic features’ 

(like religion or law) exclusion, support of national cultures had an unambiguous 

symbolic meaning. Nonetheless, the development of national language and the 

creation of the local elite was more critical. Concerning the creation of national 

territory, Stalin’s principle of “oblast autonomy” was applicated on all 

administrative levels of USSR, simultaneously negating any exterritorial cultural 

entity and minorities’ assimilation. To create an ethnic majority in new autonomies, 

Soviets even expelled many Slavs from Kazakh and Kirghiz lands and abandoned 

tsarist resettlement policy in Central Asia (Martin, 2001, pp. 10-15).  

On the other hand, if borders of minorities’ autonomy were strictly 

demarcated, Great Russian statehood was neglected and included only the territory 

where non-Russian ethnic groups did not accuse Russians of oppression (Slezkine, 

1994, p. 425). Since Russians oppressed the periphery of their empire, ethnic 

minorities did not have a chance to create a state and developed culture. The creation 

of their territorial autonomy thereby required more effort, so that backwardness as 

such was abolished (Ibid., pp. 422-423). Soviet nationalities policy, however, was 

not a goal in itself but an instrument for the realization of their economic and social 

plans whereas the minimization of Russian core’s importance was aimed at the 

prevention of periphery’s secession (Martin, 2001, p. 20).  

Therefore, the whole union was divided on advanced western (Russians, 

Armenians, Georgians, Jews, Ukrainians and Germans) and culturally backward 

eastern (others) part wherein this division had not a geographic but developmental 

nature. Forasmuch as the population of the latter was much less literate, it had more 

financial privileges from the center than the former. That is why, in the east, 

Bolsheviks focused primarily on peoples’ education and preparation of qualified 

party’s cadres while western part concentrated on the development of their national 

languages (Ibid., pp. 23-25).  

 

This is what Soviet nationalities policy represented. If Lenin perceived the 

right of a nation to self-determination merely as a right to secede, Stalin asserted a 

more positive vision about this issue. Both, however, considered a nation as a 

historical phenomenon that cannot be neglected. To reach the goal of socialism, it 
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was necessary to support the development of backward nationalities on the Russian 

periphery. Nonetheless, it should have served only as a form for socialistic content. 

For that purpose, the primary attention was paid to the creation of national language, 

elite and territory wherein underdeveloped eastern Soviet population had more 

privileges than the western part. Now, it is time to finally get to Central Asian 

delimitation. 

 

4.3 The story of strange agreement or how Central Asia was 

divided into five nation-states    

Since Soviets endeavored to modernize Central Asia, the elimination of 

traditional tribal units and subsequent reorganization of the region in compliance 

with nation-states’ system was the best alternative at that time (Hirsch, 2005, p. 

164). Nonetheless, demarcation provoked debates that became a basis for numerous 

modern conflicts in the region. According to Olivier Roy, the nation-building in 

Central Asia was undertaken by the “divide and rule” principle. In order to prevent 

powerful Asian opposition, region was arbitrarily divided into five nation-states, 

each of which had a dominant ethnic group and significant national minority that 

had to play a role of constraining factor. In contrast, some critical political or cultural 

changes like relocation of administrative centers, creation of national language 

based on different dialects, name change or even another territorial status had to 

worsen the relations between new national entities and enhance the difference 

between them. In some cases, the formation of another state was the reason for 

conflict in itself. In such a way, the creation of Tajik republic in the eastern part of 

Uzbekistan was considered by Uzbeks as something inappropriate. Furthermore, 

some ancient Tajik cities as Samarkand and Bukhara were given to Uzbekistan 

which, for Tajiks, was unfair. Tajik Sukh district also belongs to Uzbekistan. On the 

other hand, Tajik district Hissar is mostly populated by Uzbeks. The same could be 

said about Kirgizia that was renamed Kazakhstan. This step led to Kara-Kirgizia 

secession and its change to Kirgizia, which received Osh city with a significant 

percentage of Uzbeks while Kazakhstan got Uzbek Chimkent and Jambul. Uzbek 

cities Tashauz and Charju were given to Turkmenistan. As a result, the borders were 

drawn irrationally in order to sow discord among new nations, thereby subordinating 

them (Roy, 2005, pp. 61-71).  
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Roy’s (resp. “divide and rule”) statement dominates in Central Asian political 

discourse these days. In our opinion, though, things were much more complicated. 

The delimitation of Central Asia was a result of different (not only Moscow’s) 

interests and agreements which were, to some extent, caused by political and 

national movements we described in the first three chapters. Despite Bolsheviks’ 

role in delimitation, local leaders were not excluded from this process. Three main 

factors prove this position. First of all, after the October revolution, Soviets needed 

a secular and modernist segment among indigenous people they can rely on. Since 

communists’ power in the region has not been reinforced yet, Soviets initially had 

to reckon with Central Asian native elite. In Turkestan (particularly in Bukhara and 

Khiva), there were jadids who became a mediator between Bolsheviks, conservative 

Muslim elite and Russian settlers (Khalid, 2001, p. 149). Their leading 

representative during the redrawing of the boundaries, was Fayzulla Khodjaev 

(1896-1938). In the steppe, it was Alash Orda. Although its leaders (Baitursynov, 

Dulatov and Bukeikhanov) were allowed to work only in non-political spheres like 

science and education, the young proponents of Kazakh national movement were 

promoted to high ranks of the communist power structure. The most prominent of 

them, during the delimitation process, was Sultanbek Khojanov (1894-1938) 

(Abikey & Hazretaly, 2014, pp. 93-94). Secondly, as it was written in the previous 

chapter, there was a principal repudiation (in the cultural sphere) of pan-Turkism by 

Kazakh nationalists which to a significant extent makes national division a result of 

inner (pre-revolutionary) strives. Thirdly, the creation of nation-states in Central 

Asia took place in the 1920s that was the period of, more or less liberal, New 

Economic Policy (NEP) when political pluralism and consensus between different 

sides was still possible while brutal Stalin’s purges were not of concern (Haugen, 

2003, pp. 26-29).  

As has been already said, we will not engage with the topic of national 

consolidation but focus on the formation of future nation-states’ borders. In order to 

unite hundreds of clans and tribes under the single national banner, Bolsheviks 

cooperated with tsarist ethnographers who also believed in evolutionistic 

development of all human communities (Hirsch, 2005, p. 44). They worked in the 

framework of the “Commission for the Study of the Tribal Composition of the 

Population of the Borderlands of Russia” (KIPS‒created in February 1917) that also 

consisted of prominent anthropologists, geographers and linguists (Ibid., p. 49). 
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They had to study all periphery’s ethnic, linguistic and socio-economic features that, 

in contrast with the tsarist regime, was actively fostered and financed by Bolsheviks. 

As well as some local elites, the members of KIPS also engaged in a diplomatic 

activity which was reflected in their contribution to the spread of revolution to the 

Russian periphery (Ibid., pp. 59-60). After their thorough analysis, three different 

ethnic groups (resp. national identities) were fixed. These are Kazakhs, Uzbeks and 

Turkmens. First two (Uzbeks partially) had own national movement while the last 

one was an exception. 

Although Soviets facilitated the creation of nation-states for these three ethnic 

groups, they neglected any supranational pan-Turkic projects forasmuch as an 

enormous Turkic nation (like Great Turkistan) represented a real threat to Soviet 

Union’s consolidation (see for example Bochkareva, 2019 or Ubiria, 2016, pp. 101-

106). That, though, is still not a confirmation of the “divide and rule” strategy 

because the creation of nations was primarily associated with Soviet nationalities 

policy. Furthermore, the formation of a national identity from small traditional 

entities could not be automatically perceived as a division for further subordination 

because the transformation of hundreds of tribes and clans into one wider 

community is in itself an act of integration and modernization, not of segregation. 

The fear of pan-Turkism became relevant in 1920 when Muslim communist Turar 

Ryskulov claimed the creation of “Turkic Soviet Republic” on the territory of 

TASSR. His idea was considered as a precedence of national identity over the 

identity of class which, for Soviets, was unacceptable. It was probably the reason 

why Stalin added this point in his work About another aims of party in national 

question in 1921.  

Nevertheless, many elite Uzbek groups in Turkestan, especially in the first 

half of the 1920s, continued to support (quasi)pan-Turkic ideas. Uzbek political 

establishment in Khiva was standing against the division of its state between 

different ethnic groups. As a last resort, they would accept the creation of three 

autonomous oblasts, integrated into one economic and political system. Some of 

them, though, recognized the secession of the Turkmen part. For the region’s 

demarcation, this idea, according to them, should have been replaced by the so-

called “Middle Asian Federation”. TASSR Uzbek elite expressed its discontent with 

the division as well. Both preferred unified Turkestan to the creation of an Uzbek 
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nation. An interesting fact is that Turkestan Kazakhs supported the idea of 

Federation too (more in Karasar, 2008 and Ubiria, 2016, pp. 106-109).  

On the one hand, it is not surprising because Ryskulov, as well as the leaders 

of first “Turkestan Autonomy” (Chokai and Tynyshpaev) were Kazakhs. In 

addition, nomadic Sir Daria and Zhetysu oblasts were influenced by pan-Turkism to 

a more significant extent than steppe. However, even those young politicians as the 

already mentioned Khojanov, who were influenced by Alash Orda, considered the 

establishment of Federation as a good idea. As a representative of primarily 

Turkestan Kazakhs, he regarded their territory as depended on Turkestan economy. 

In this case, delimitation will stifle the region’s development while Federation will 

spur it. On the other hand, he did not oppose the creation of separate Kazakh and 

other national republics. Nevertheless, all of them had to be integrated into the 

common economic system (Abikey & Hazretaly, 2014, p. 97). As well as other 

Kazakh nationalists, he upheld the right of his people to self-determination, 

protected Kazakh language, based on northeastern dialect and called for renaming 

of Kirghiz to Kazakhs. Thus, it is possible to call him pan-Turkist only from an 

economic perspective while culturally and politically he belonged to proponents of 

Alash Orda. Furthermore, his pan-Turkism sharply contradicted his negative vision 

of Uzbeks who were considered by him as the main oppressors in Central Asia. His 

national rhetoric was largely based on Kazakh-Uzbek dichotomy where free and 

more secular nomads were exploited by more religious and despotic settled Muslims 

(Haugen, 2003, p. 134)                  

Despite part of Central Asian elite having ambitions to unite Turkestan or 

create a regional federation, numerous conflicts, on the ethnic or tribal basis, at the 

grass-roots level, would make the realization of this project quite problematic. For 

instance, in Khiva, from the last quarter of the 19th century, Turkmen tribes were 

discriminated by Uzbeks in their access to water and tax policy. Such material 

conflicts were usually interpreted in cultural (orthodox against moderate Muslim or 

weak against strong lineages) and sometimes even national (Uzbek against 

Turkmen) terms. In the first half of the 1920s, Turkmens were underrepresented in 

the local communist party. Similar (but not so drastic) attitude to them was also 

applied in Bukhara and TASSR. On the other hand, from the 18th century, there was 

a considerable strife between Yomut Turkmen and Kazakh Adaev tribes for pasture-
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rich Mangyshlak48. By the time, their conflict became perceived as long-term 

national hostility. In Bukhara and TASSR, the discrimination of Kazakhs by Uzbeks 

also took place. Along with (quasi)ethnic enmity, many conflicts had “intra-

ethnic”49 nature. There was not formed Uzbek, Kazakh and Turkmen national 

identity at that time, as evidenced in the existence of strict borders between Bukhara, 

Khiva and TASSR. In other words, it was possible for Turkmen from Bukhara not 

to be accepted by Khivan population and vice versa. Bolsheviks, however, 

interpreted all cleavages in terms of nationalism, which made them think of national 

identities’ formation as the only solution to all conflicts. When they established 

special Turkmen administrative oblast in Bukhara in 1923 as well as Kazakh and 

Turkmen oblasts in Khiva in 1924, the level of conflicts among local population 

decreased. That confirmed their vision and thereby provided with one more 

justification of national delimitation’s necessity (Ibid., pp. 90-97). 

Since Khojanov’s pan-Turkic deviations did not cause as many troubles as 

ideas of Sultan-Galiev and Ryskulov, Soviets had no problem reaching an agreement 

on delimitation with Kazakh leaders. Concerning Uzbeks, they relied on Young 

Bukharan elite headed by abovementioned Khodjaev, who in contrast with Khiva’s 

and TASSR representatives, was not interested in the unity of all (Turkestan) Turks. 

Although jadids’ reforms were not foreign to him, he was guided more by power 

ambitions which were manifested in his wish to gather the most fertile, economically 

developed lands in Turkestan and unite them under the banner of Uzbek nation 

(Ubiria, 2016, p. 110). Finally, the most discriminated Turkmens were first in line 

to own state’s establishment. As well as Kazakhs, they wished to free themselves 

from Uzbek exploitation. 

The main organ that engaged in Soviet nationalities policy in Central Asia 

was, created in 1922, Central Asian Bureau (CAB) whose members propagated 

socialistic ideas and educated indigenous people in the region (more in Tal'skaja, 

2015). It also controlled local communist parties and mediated between them and 

Central Committee of Russian Communist Party (Haugen, 2003, p. 77). According 

to CAB, between 1921-1924, nationalistic rhetoric among Kazakh and Turkmen 

elite in Turkestan increased, which was mostly a reaction on Uzbek dominance. One 

 
48 The part of Transcaspian oblast that Alash Orda wanted to make a part of their political autonomy 

(See map 25). 
49 In the context of our thesis, the issue of intra-ethnic division is irrelevant. Thus, it will not be 

analyzed here. 
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of the main reasons for antagonism was the conflict over towns and production 

centers that were mostly controlled by Uzbeks. Forasmuch as, in Transoxiana, towns 

had a significant impact on all social, cultural and economic processes, those who 

controlled them (Uzbeks) could also control the countryside (populated by Kazakhs 

and Turkmen). Soviet nationalities policy contributed to the rise of national 

sentiments. Since Soviets proclaimed the development of national language and 

literacy among all nations, language issue among Central Asians also started to play 

a significant role. Backward nomads represented their language as the most 

underrepresented what forced them to claim more schools for their children and the 

right for local language to be represented in administration (more in Ibid., pp. 115-

132).  

Hence, the demarcation became inevitable. For that purpose, in June 1924, 

special Central Territorial Committee, as CAB’s branch, was established 

(Shushkova, 2018, p. 518). This organ consisted mostly of local communists, like 

Kazakh Khojanov, Turkmen Atabaev (1887-1938) and Uzbek Khodjaev, most of 

whom, after the creation of national republics, will become their representatives in 

Council of People’s Commissars (resp. Sovnarkom) and chairmen of Central 

Executive Committee of the USSR (TsIK). There were also some Russian specialists 

present (Tal'skaja, 2018, p. 45). Therefore, the primary decision was not undertaken 

without locals’ participation, whereas Moscow intervened only in extreme cases 

when an agreement could not be achieved. Delimitation process started in the same 

(1924) year. By this time, Soviets stabilized the situation in Central Asia. Basmachi 

has already not been such a dangerous power then. At the same time, Muslim 

national communists along with Sultan-Galiev, as their most active member, were 

removed from all essential decision-making organs (the same statement has Ubiria, 

2016, p. 106). Hence, pan-Turkism was abolished. Territorial Commission received 

necessary information from ethnographers from KIPS and economists from Gosplan 

(Hirsch, 2005, p. 162). It mostly corresponded to territorial claims of future national 

leaders.  

However, before the borders’ creation started, three other entities (Kirgiz, 

Tajik and Karakalpak) announced their right to self-determination. According to 

Arne Haugen, in contrast with first three entities whose ethnicity started to form 

during the tsarist era, new identities became a product of explicitly dynamic Soviet 
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nationalities policy while delimitation became a catalyzer for their rise50. These 

groups were also identified by Soviet scientists. They were so small and irrelevant 

that it seemed impossible to form a separate nation for them (Haugen, 2003, pp. 166-

167). Kara-Kirgiz (resp. Kirgiz) were supposed to become an autonomy in the 

context of Kirgiz (resp. Kazakh) nation that was based on the Alash program. Both 

groups had good relations, whereas the only distinction between them was a 

different dialect. However, when Central Asia was about to create three new national 

entities, Kara-Kirgiz representatives thought that, in new conditions, they would 

become a minority, inside Kazakh nation, whose voice will not be taken into 

consideration. Thus, it was necessary to bring together Zhetysu and Fergana Kara-

Kirgiz tribes and create (at least) an autonomic oblast on their territory. In February 

1924, Kara-Kirgiz leaders exposed their claims. In three months, Russian Central 

Committee, through CAB, accepted that (Ibid., pp. 169-172).  

Karakalpak followed the suit. The rise of their national sentiments was a result 

of Khiva communists’ political machinations. In early 1924, Khiva’s political 

establishment decided to stay away from the delimitation process. Since Soviet 

nationalities policy focused on national self-determination, they chose to join Amu 

Daria oblast, populated by Karakalpaks so that communists in Moscow perceived it 

as a national unification. Karakalpaks had no objection to this plan. Soviets, on the 

other hand, rejected this idea. When the breakup of Khiva became obvious in July 

1924, Karakalpak, headed by A. Dosnazarov (1896-1937), saw an opportunity to 

participate in new order’s establishment. Their claims were also accepted by the 

Central Committee and separate “Karakalpak Autonomous Oblast” (resp. 

Karakalpak AO51) was created in 1925. Nevertheless, in contrast with other Central 

Asian political entities, it will never become a Union republic (Ibid., pp. 174-177). 

Tajik situation was the most problematic. As it was discussed in the second 

chapter, Uzbeks were dominant ethnic group of Turkestan that proved to assimilate 

Sarts. Tajiks, despite their Arian origin, had good relations with Uzbeks. They were 

interested in their culture and often spoke Uzbek fluently. By the 1920s, Tajiks have 

already identified themselves with Uzbeks but not so much in terms of shared Turkic 

culture as in the sense of urban sedentary civilization. Therefore, they did not 

demand any territorial benefits like Kirgiz or Karakalpak in 1924. The one who 

 
50 Unfortunately, we could not find another explanation for Kirgiz and Karakalpak national claims.   
51 See map 26 
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brought up the existence of independent Tajik ethnicity during delimitation process 

was Khodjaev, who wanted to establish an autonomous Tajik oblast in Eastern 

Bukhara. It was necessary because the rest of Basmachi squads were still active 

there. Eastern Bukhara was the poorest (mountainous) part of the region, populated 

mostly by highlanders. At the same time all central Tajik lands, (with such ancient 

cities as Bukhara and Samarkand) along with most of Tajik population, should have 

stayed in Uzbek republic. Tajiks representatives, with no doubts, supported 

Khojaev’s initiative in what became a reason for the creation of Tajikistan in its 

modern borders52. Only in 1929, separate Tajik nationalism, based on Farsi (Iranian) 

culture, was created. Those leaders who had not expressed any disagreement with 

the creation of Tajik political autonomy within 1924’s boundaries, started to 

challenge their inactivity but it was too late53. (for more information see Ubiria, 

2016, pp. 115-123 and Haugen, 2003, pp. 149-159)            

Finally, when demarcation started, the whole process was not without 

conflicts. The most significant part of the divided territory (like the whole nomad 

steppe, Transcaspian oblast or the most of Turkestan) went to national centers 

without significant difficulties. The central conflict was on the borders of future 

national republics. Based on Soviet modernization plan, the main criterion of 

delimitation was a socio-economic aspect. Nevertheless, there were also some cases 

when economics did not play any significant role. Thus, there were no precise 

criteria for Central Committee’s decision-making. Every case was analyzed ad hoc 

but massive conflicts, as it has been already said, were over cities. The situation, 

though, was more complicated when members of different ethnic group populated 

towns’ agglomeration (resp. inhabited areas around them). That was the case with 

Turkmens when they claimed Uzbek city Tashauz on the territory of Khiva. The city 

was ultimately given to Turkmen because Soviet modernization required some 

administrative centers that new Turkmen republic did not have. Both sides also 

claimed Farab town and Charjou region. The decision was again made in favor of 

the latter, but this time, it was an ad hoc case based on local population’s ethnicity. 

(Haugen, 2003, pp. 183-188). Regarding Mangyshlak, it was decided on giving it to 

Kazakhs. In general, the creation of Turkmen republic was the least problematic. 

 
52 Later, Tajiks were given Ura-Tube, Pajikent provinces and Pamir oblast. 
53 There are many reasons why Turk against Arian dichotomy became important. However, that is 

already not the aim of our thesis. 
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An analogy with Tashauz can be made with Osh city. Most of its population 

was Uzbek, but it was finally given to the Kirgiz republic owing to lack of urban 

center (Bochkareva, 2019, p. 26). However, the direst struggle was over Tashkent. 

Forasmuch as Orenburg was too far from Turkestan and (as well as the whole north 

Kazakh land) highly influenced by Europeans, it could not be capital when Sir Darya 

and Zhetysu oblasts join KASSR. For that purpose, Khojanov wanted to transfer the 

center into the south where Turkic population dominated (Abikey & Hazretaly, 

2014, p. 98). The most proper variant, according to him, was Tashkent that was 

populated by Uzbeks but surrounded by Kazakhs. That was one of the few cases 

when the Territorial Committee of CAB could not make an autonomous decision 

which led to the inevitability of Moscow’s intervention into the process of 

demarcation.  

In contrast with Osh and Tashauz, this dispute, in August 1924, was resolved 

in favor of Uzbeks. The main argument was that Tashkent was so integrated into 

Uzbek economy that it was impossible to give it to Kazakhs. Since Russians also 

wanted to include Orenburg in RSFSR, the loss of Tashkent was compensated by 

Uzbek Chimkent and the city of Turkestan whereas lost Kazakh volosts around 

Tashkent were recouped by Karakalpak AO accession to Kazakh republic. The same 

problem, on Kazakh-Uzbek border, was also with such communities as Turki, 

Kipchak and Kurama54. As the main argument, Kazakh representatives cited proves 

about genealogy and ethnicity of these tribes. Nevertheless, Moscow recognized 

them as Uzbeks due to their sedentary lifestyle (Ubiria, 2016, pp. 112-114).  

The case of Fergana's division between Uzbeks and Kirgiz was less 

problematic but no less compelling. Although the post-Soviet discourse of both 

states characterizes delimitation of this part of the region as unfair, there was a place 

for mutual consensus (Ibid., p. 115). Besides Osh, Kirgiz also claimed a few more 

Uzbek (Tajik) border towns, namely Andijan, Namangan, Margilan and Kokand. 

The whole Fergana’s population (either Uzbek or southern Kirgiz tribes) though, 

engaged in agriculture and thereby expressed their wish to be integrated into Uzbek 

republic rather than (semi)nomadic Kirgizia. As well as elsewhere, socio-economic 

aspect prevailed on both sides, which led to an agreement between both of them 

without Moscow’s intervention. Finally, in August 1924, Uzbeks obtained almost 

 
54 That was actually an example of the problem when it was impossible to distinguish between settled 

nomads and Sarts which was described in the first part of previous chapter. 
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all urban centers and suitable for agriculture oblasts while nomadic Kirgiz were 

satisfied with Osh and Jalal-Abad (Haugen, 2003, pp. 188-194; Ubiria, 2016, p. 

114). 

If we carefully look at all these border disputes, we will see Uzbeks as favored 

ethnic group that integrated the best Turkestan lands to its territory. Especially it 

relates to Mirzachul district the three volosts of which had to join Kazakh republic. 

However, Territorial Committee of CAB changed their decision and decided to give 

everything to Uzbeks. As a result, it provoked critical reaction not only among 

Kazakhs but also among Turkmens and Kirgiz. Some authors interpret it as a result 

of excellent relations between Khodjaev and Moscow communists who supported 

him as a counterbalance against the pan-Turkic establishment. On the other hand, 

revisionist (resp. “anti-divide and rule”) authors like Haugen consider these 

territorial concessions as the only way to consolidate Uzbek communists who, in 

contrast with Kazakh or Turkmen leaders, were still divided into Bukhara, Khiva 

and TASSR groups. From this perspective, if some territorial claims were satisfied 

in favor of Kazakhs, the situation would be even worse (Haugen, 2003, pp. 205-

210).  

In our view, such a reading makes sense. However, that was not the prime 

cause of Uzbek privileges in the delimitation process. The disorganization of the 

Uzbek elite could have been avoided if pan-Turkism was not defeated. In this case, 

forasmuch as Turkmens did not require many lands, the vital struggle for Turkestan 

would be only between Kazakh (Alash) and Uzbek (pan-Turkic) nationalisms in 

Central Asia. Soviets, though, saw a threat in the latter and thereby neutralized or 

even destroyed all powerful groups (like Bukharan Muslim national communists) 

and charismatic pan-Turkic leaders (like Ryskulov, Chokay, Enver Pasha or Sultan-

Galiev) that could consolidate Turkestan or at least contribute to its unity55. 

Furthermore, the rise of Kirgiz and Karakalpak nationalisms complicated the whole 

situation, which forced Uzbeks to divide Fergana with an absolutely new player. 

Hence, if Uzbeks spoke with one voice, delimitation process, concerning Kazakhs, 

could be more just. There would be no Karakalpak nationalism if Khivan elite did 

not try to create its own political entity in 1924. With high probability, the creation 

 
55 Of course, there is no guarantee that they could resolve all conflicts in the region. Nonetheless, 

they were those who really had a chance to make it. 
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of separate Tajik autonomy would also not be necessary because Khojaev had not 

as much power.  

On the other hand, the existence of one Turkestan center could increase 

ostracism between Alash and pan-Turkic groups which would, in turn, reduce the 

chance of mutually acceptable agreements during demarcation and lead to 

Moscow’s permanent intervention. Besides, the creation of Great Turkestan would 

represent a danger for Soviet power. At any rate, even when pan-Turkism quit the 

delimitation process, it had an indirect impact on it.     

If Turkestan represented the main arena of national struggle, there was no 

problem with steppe part of Central Asia as well as with Turkestan Great Hord’s 

accession to its territory. The creation of Kazakh ASSR, in itself, denies the “divide 

and rule” theory of region’s division. If it was vital to weaken Central Asia, why did 

Soviets allow to create such a huge state in its steppe part when it was possible to 

divide it based on three Hordes? Historical conflicts between three tribal 

confederations on political and cultural level created real conditions for three 

different national identities’ development. The good examples are described, in the 

first chapter, the concurrence of Orenburg and West-Siberian Governorate-General 

in the first half of the 19th century, confrontation of Great Horde conservatives and 

Middle Horde reformers (resp. orthodox against moderate Muslims and atheists) or 

here unmentioned conflicts of the 18th century. Even temporary collisions inside 

Alash between Middle Horde intellectuals and maloordynci of Small Horde could 

be a reason to split nomad territory between Turkestan pan-Turkists and Kazakh 

westerners. At the time of its creation, nomad autonomy was fragile. However, its 

vast natural potential and geographical diversity would later enable Kazakhs to 

become a robust economic counterweight to Moscow. This fact had to be taken into 

account by Soviet leaders. Of course, different projects of Kazakh land division were 

discussed but without any success (see for example Ubiria, 2016, pp. 106; 127). So, 

how can the existence of Kazakhstan in its modern borders be explained?  

The only relevant answer is Alash Orda. Their efforts resulted in the unity of 

Kazakh lands. Before the creation of first Autonomy in 1920, Akhmet Baitursynov 

tried to prove Bolsheviks that north (Middle and Small Horde) and south (Great 

Horde) part of nomad territory form together an indivisible organism. Southern 

nomads needed northern pasture so that their cattle breeding could exist. In contrast, 

northern nomads depended on bread from Sir Daria (Amanzholova, 2004, pp. 121-
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122). In steppe conditions, nomads often had to move a considerable distance 

wherein division into Hordes often did not play a significant role in this process. 

Hence, if Soviets wanted to consolidate Kazakhs, it was necessary to unite all three 

Hordes under the single banner56. Since the Alash movement and their young 

proponents like Khojanov were those who cared for nomads’ future, their 

contribution can be considered as the main factor of Kazakh borders creation.  

In comparison with fragmented Uzbek (resp. jadid) elite that could not reach 

an agreement on Great Turkestan’s formation, the unity of Kazakh nationalists 

facilitated the absence of massive conflicts between representatives of different 

Kazakh Hordes57. Thus, to the exclusion of Kirgizia secession and some failures on 

the Turkestan borders, Kazakhs had enough power to realize its project of nomad 

nation-building. If Alash ‘did not defend the rights of Kazakh political autonomy as 

a separate administrative entity, today East-Kazakh, Semipalatinsk, Karaganda, 

Akmola, North-Kazakh oblasts would become a part of Western Siberia while 

Almaty, Dzhambul, Kyzylorda, South-Kazakh and Mangistau oblasts would be 

included into Uzbekistan’58 (Mamaj, 2018). 

On the other hand, pan-Turkic project of Great Turkestan was, from the 

beginning, doomed because Bolsheviks considered its existence as inappropriate. 

Nonetheless, despite Khojaev’s pragmatic reason for Uzbek republic’s 

establishment, Uzbek statehood was to a significant extent influenced by pan-

Turkism because it proved to integrate almost the whole settled population of 

Turkestan (including some settled ethnic Kazakhs). Even Tajiks, despite their Arian 

roots, spoke Uzbek language and recognized Uzbek culture until the rise of their 

nationalism in 1929. That is why Uzbek ethnicity can be (at least culturally) 

considered as a product of pan-Turkism. That was probably the reason why 

Turkestanian Khojanov, despite the “Middle Asian Federation’s” support, criticized 

Uzbeks as the main oppressor in the region. As a real proponent of Alash secular 

democratic project, he could not accept the assimilation of nomads with sedentary 

pan-Turkic Uzbeks. In our view, it was the leading cause why the elite of Kazakh 

Turkestan decided to join the steppe part of Central Asia. At the same time, they 

could not stay away from geopolitical processes in Turkestan. Therefore, fifth all-

 
56 Lately, during collectivization, Kazakh nomadic society will be transformed into sedentary. 
57 That is actually the main reason why we do not pay attention to delimitation in steppe area. 
58 See map 27 
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Kazakh Congress of Soviets, in December 1925, has taken place already in the new 

capital of Ak-Mosque (in Sir Daria oblast). During this event, the city was renamed 

to Kyzylorda (resp. Red Horde) so that it was associated more with Kazakh 

nomadism than Uzbek Muslim sedentarism while the Kirgiz name imposed by 

Russians was finally replaced by the name Kazakh59 (Abikey & Hazretaly, 2014, p. 

99). 

 

Summary 

Soviet nationalities policy required a political reorganization of the whole of 

Central Asia. Based on the exhaustive ethnographic and linguistic analysis, three 

main ethnic groups had to be transformed into modern Kazakh, Uzbek and Turkmen 

nations for which own nation-states’ formation was necessary. Since Soviet power, 

on its eastern part, had not been consolidated enough yet, the needs and claims of 

native elites were taken seriously by them. Nevertheless, pan-Turkic nationalisms, 

typical for Uzbek elite of Khiva and TASSR, were abolished and consequently 

replaced by ethnopolitical visions whose proponents, largely Bukharan communists, 

got a right to participate on national delimitation. Moreover, permanent conflicts 

between natives, on the grass-root level, also prevented the realization of pan-Turkic 

idea. Hence, the most critical struggle was between Kazakh nomads (along with 

Turkmens) and settled-urban Uzbeks that was represented by former in terms of a 

fight of free secular nomads against oppressive conservative Muslims.  

In these conditions, Bolsheviks regarded delimitation as the only solution. For 

that purpose, the individual organ, namely Territorial Committee (in the context of 

Central Asian Bureau), composed of indigenous leaders and some Russian experts, 

was established. Several months before delimitation, new ethnic groups (Kirgiz and 

Karakalpak) raised their national claims while one more group (Tajiks) became 

relevant only as a temporary strategy against Basmachi. Finally, the delimitation 

process, except for Kazakh-Uzbek cases, was undertaken based on mutual 

agreement between local representatives and without Moscow’s intervention. Due 

to pan-Turkism loss, Uzbek elite was fragmented, which consequently made them 

the most favored ethnic that obtained the most fertile lands. On the other hand, there 

were no such significant conflicts between steppe and Turkestan Kazakhs who were 

 
59 To be exact, it was called Qazaq. The name Kazakh will be accepted in 1936 when Kazakhstan 

will finally become a full-fledged Union republic. 
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united by Alash democratic ideas. It contributed to the creation of the biggest and 

(in the long-term perspective) most prosperous state in the region.         

As a result, when the reorganization of Central Asian map was over in October 

1924, six new political entities, with a different administrative status, were created. 

In 1925, there were Uzbek SSR and Turkmen SSR, Kazakh ASSR and Kara-Kirgiz 

(later Kirgiz) AO as a part of RSFSR, Tajik ASSR as a part of Uzbek SSR and 

Karakalpak AO as a part of Kazakh ASSR. By 1936, Kazakh, Kirgiz and Tajik 

ASSR will become full-fledged Union republics (resp. SSR) whereas the 

Karakalpak AO will be included in Uzbek SSR. After the collapse of the Soviet 

Union, all five nation-states (except Karakalpak), in the same borders, will form new 

independent republics (Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Kirgizstan and 

Tajikistan)60 that exist up until today.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
60 See map 28 
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Conclusion 

As we can see, the formation of nation-states in Central Asia was a 

complicated and long-term process that cannot be reduced only to the Soviet period. 

The creation and collapse of Genghis Khan's empire provoked the development of 

two different socio-economic zones (nomadic Desht-i-Qipchaq and settled 

Transoxiana) where the former was based on common Chingissid tradition. At the 

same time, the latter was divided into three different political entities (Bukhara, 

Khiva and Kokand), each with their own dynasty and political experience. As a 

consequence of Dzungarian threat, nomads constituted three tribal confederations 

(Small, Middle and Great Hordes). First two of them, in the first half of the 18th 

century, joined the Russian empire whose authorities started to spread moderate 

Islam and new politico-administrative system among natives. The last one was under 

the sphere of influence of orthodox Kokand Khanate. When the whole region, in the 

second half of the 19th century, was fully integrated into Russia or, in case of 

Bukhara and Khiva, became its protectorate, it was divided into two macro-regions 

(resp. “Turkestan Governorate-General” and “Steppe Governor-Generalship”). Two 

main nationalisms were formed there. Ethnic issue was not taken seriously as the 

Russian colonial policy focused more on socio-economic benefits. The region was 

mostly used for satisfying the hunger of Russian peasantry while russification had 

to help the integration of periphery.          

In the less Islamized steppe, Russians paid more attention to the local 

population. Forasmuch as steppe zone had been a part of empire far longer, the 

national secular elite was created much earlier. The vast majority of local 

intellectuals came from Middle Horde because it had better natural conditions for 

modernization. Thus, the most prominent representatives of nomads (like Abai, 

Valikhanov and Altynsarin), who laid the foundation for the common national 

language, science, poetry and didactics, made it primarily based on Middle Horde 

culture. Although nomads called themselves Kazakhs, Russian used name Kirgiz in 

their regard. Hence, there was sometimes a problem to distinguish between them, 

and Kara-Kirgiz who lived in the Tian Shan and Fergana, had almost the same 

lifestyle as former and spoke slightly different dialects. Finally, at the dawn of 

Bolshevik era, the full-fledged nomadic national movement Alash was created.  

Alash members claimed the territory of all three Hordes, as well as Kirgiz, 

part of Turkmen, Altai and Astrakhan territory because all nomads (even those 
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residing in most of Turkestan) were considered, by them, as a single national entity. 

On the other hand, it was strictly against any political and cultural assimilation with 

settled neighbors of Transoxiana. After the Russian Civil War, Soviets removed 

Alash members from the high posts because they supported the proponents of 

tsarism. Henceforth, they were only allowed to work in non-political spheres. They, 

however, managed to facilitate creation of Kazakh Soviet Autonomy. Their ideas, 

too, had a lasting influence on young communist elite like Sultanbek Khojanov who 

participated in delimitation of the region.  

Concerning conservative Turkestan, Muslim reformers (resp. jadids) started 

their activity only at the beginning of the 20th century. Since they did not have 

enough time to develop their views on the national issue, they were inspired by 

abstract pan-Turkic ideology, the main principles of which had been formulated by 

Crimean Tatar Ismail Gaspirali. His progressive thinking was a reaction to 

russification and ignorance of imperial backwardness of Muslims by the Russian 

authorities. Due to geographical distance and different historical experience, Central 

Asian jadids were not interested in unity of all Turks and paid more attention to the 

formation of Turkestan (resp. Uzbek) national identity instead. Despite society of 

Transoxiana, along with Uzbek Turks, consisted of Farsi Tajiks and Turkic speaking 

Arians (resp. Sarts), jadids included them all into Turkestanian wider community.  

Nevertheless, when the first national autonomy was created, it was destroyed 

by Soviets as the bourgeois political entity and thereby replaced by loyal to 

communists jadids’ government. It provoked the rise of Basmachi movement that, 

especially under the leadership of Enver Pasha, became a barrier for consolidation 

of Soviet power in Fergana and Bukhara. In the meantime, Muslim national 

communists, represented by Sultan-Galiev and Turar Ryskulov, propagated pan-

Turkic ideas from inside of Communist Party. When, by 1924, Soviets neutralized 

both threats, Uzbek elite was completely disintegrated even if the idea of Great 

Turkestan was still popular among TASSR and Khiva elite. Therefore, Bolsheviks 

made a bet on Bukharan jadids, headed by Fayzulla Khojaev, whose political aims 

were less idealistic.  

Drawing on these two nationalisms and (quasi)nomadic Turkmens who did 

not belong to either of them, Bolsheviks, who, in contrast with the tsarist era, paid 

significant attention to national issue, decided to divide Central Asia into three 

nation-states. Nationalization of political discourse in the region, though, 
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contributed to the rise of separate Kirgiz and Karakalpak nationalisms. At the same 

time, a high turnout of Basmachi in Eastern Bukhara provoked the creation of 

separate Tajik autonomy which, by the end of 1920s, will become a territorial 

framework for Persian Tajik national claims. Finally, new borders, except for 

Tashkent and some Uzbek territories, were delimitated by local elites and some 

Russian experts without intervention of Moscow. Due to permanent conflicts within 

Uzbek political establishment, Uzbeks got the most fertile lands in the region. On 

the other hand, the unity of Kazakh leaders became a key reason for the creation of 

one of the biggest states in the world. Consequently, after delimitation, five new 

nation-states (Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Kirgizstan and Tajikistan) 

came into being.                  

Having established our arguments, it is time to answer our introductory 

questions. 1) The answer to the first question is yes. From the beginning, nomadic 

Alash nationalists were standing against the idea of all Turks’ unity that came from 

Transoxiana and Volga region. Even despite Turkestan Kazakhs like Khojanov 

supported the creation of the “Middle Asian Federation”, it had an economic 

meaning primarily. At the same time, it was imperative to save separate Kazakh 

cultural identity that was based on north-eastern dialect of Abai. This identity was 

confronted with Uzbek Muslim culture. Besides, the difference between settled and 

nomadic lifestyle itself made the formation of a single (Central Asian) national 

identity impossible.  

2) The incompatibility of pan-Turkism and Alash nationalisms which caused 

many conflicts at the grassroots and elite levels, for the most part, rejects the vision 

of “divide and rule” strategy in delimitation of Central Asia. The presence of 

different Turkmen side also facilitates this statement. Kirgiz, Tajik and Karakalpak 

national claims became a result of delimitation dynamic or (in case of Tajiks) 

concrete political conjuncture but not of Bolsheviks’ malice. Furthermore, the 

demarcation was undertaken in accordance with an agreement between mutual local 

leaders and Russians. Although Soviets perceived Central Asian unity as a threat to 

their power, any political, economic or cultural integration, even in settled 

Turkestan, was impossible from the beginning.  

3) This regional fragmentation explains to us why borders were demarcated 

the way they were demarcated. The creation of “Steppe Governor-Generalship” and 

“Turkestan Governorate-General” by the tsarist officials provided the basis for 
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formation of Kazakh and Uzbek national identities. Despite nomadic Small Horde 

having a relative autonomy while Bukhara and Khiva were not fully integrated into 

the empire, these macro-regions strongly influenced them. On the other hand, 

Transcaspian oblast, populated by Turkmens, had a different historical experience 

which made it a territorial basis for separate Turkmen nation-state. Forasmuch as 

Kazakh nomads also inhabited the territory of Sir Daria and Zhetysu, Transcaspian 

Mangyshlak, the eastern part of Astrakhan, part of Fergana (resp. the territory of 

South Kirgiz) and Altai, their national movement wanted to unite it into a single 

political entity. In contrast, the leaders of pan-Turkic Uzbeks could not unite the 

territory they wanted because they had been neutralized by Soviets. The same 

applies to politically-inexperienced Turkmen leaders. Nevertheless, as a 

consequence of Soviet nationalities policy, Kara-Kirgiz seceded from grand Kazakh 

nomadic project while Karakalpak became temporarily (until it joined Uzbeks) a 

part of it. Moreover, as a reaction on Basmachi threat, Uzbek (Bukharan) elite 

created Tajik autonomy in Eastern Bukhara that did not include the most developed 

part of Central Asian Arians. Since Soviet modernization required at least one urban 

center in every national unit, such Uzbek towns as Chimkent, Jambul, Tashauz, Osh, 

Farab and Jalal-Abad were integrated into Kazakh, Kirgiz and Turkmen nation-

states. In contrast, in order to consolidate fragmented Uzbek elite, the most 

developed oblasts like Mirzachul and towns like Andijan, Namangan, Margilan, 

Kokand, Tashkent, Samarkand and Bukhara became a part of Uzbek republic. 

That is why modern Central Asian national borders were demarcated in such 

an unusual way. If tsarism created all preconditions for nomadic, settled and 

partially Turkmen nationalisms, Bolsheviks made a significant contribution to their 

realization, which in turn led to a rise of another three smaller national entities. Since 

economic aspects were more important than ethnicity, new nation-states could not 

be ethnically homogeneous what explains the presence of significant ethnic minority 

right on the borders of each of them. Nowadays, it is the main reason for territorial 

conflicts in the region. However, in the communist period, this approach was 

considered as a rational strategy aimed at consolidation and modernization of 

traditional society. Because most of the territorial disputes were resolved on the 

local level, demarcation cannot be characterized as a way to subordinate the region, 

even if it also took place, primarily in the case of pan-Turkism. Therefore, it is clear 
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that the political map of Central Asia has been mainly shaped by three forces˗ strives 

within the indigenous communities, tsarist colonial and Soviet nationalities policy.         
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